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ABSTRACT
This thesis charts beer’s development as a political subject in the Soviet
Occupation Zone and German Democratic Republic from the end of the war in 1945 until
the tenure of Erich Honecker in 1971. It argues that the cultural significance of beer in
German society played a decisive role in determining the regime’s policies in the brewing
industry and the rhetoric surrounding beer in the media. An examination of economic
statistics, government archival records, and daily East German newspapers demonstrates
a clear push by the leadership to rebuild and revitalize the brewing industry in the GDR,
as well as a rhetorical campaign to utilize beer as a symbol of shared cultural values with
the population. Overall, the Socialist Party of East Germany publicly adapted German
beer traditions to suit the ideological tenants of socialism so that it could retain the
beverage’s cultural capital while eliminating supposedly regressive drinking habits.
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Stiftung Archiv der Parteien und Massenorganisationen der Deutschen
Demokratischen Republik

SED

Sozialistische Einheitspartei Deutschlands (Socialist Unity Party)

SJDDR

Statistischen Jahrbücher der Deutschen Demokratischen Republik
(Statistical Yearbooks of the German Democratic Republic)
Statistschen Jahrbücher für das Deutsche Reich (Statistical Yearbooks
for the German Empire)
Sowjetische Militäradministration in Deutschland (Soviet Military
Administration in Germany)

SJDR
SMAD
Stako

Staatliches Getränkekontor (State Beverage Office)

VEB

Volkseigener Betrieb (People-Owned Operation)

VVB
Brau- und
Malz

Vereinigung Volkseigener Betriebe der Brau- und Malzindustrie (Union
of People-Owned Operations of the Brewing and Malting Industry)

1

To avoid confusion I have used the German abbreviations for all institutions, as they appear in the source
material and in my citations. The only English abbreviations used are for the German Democratic Republic
and the Federal Republic of Germany.
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PROLOGUE:
BEER; PRODUCT, PLEASURE, AND PASSION
In January 2015 I pulled on a pair of rubber boots and set about the task of
assisting a professional brewer on a standard production day at a small-scale craft
brewery in Pennsylvania. Beer, especially craft beer, has received much glorification in
the past few decades as a high-minded combination of science and art, but as I shoveled
several hundred pounds of steaming hot and soaking wet barley out of a converted dairy
tank I was invariably reminded that for most of human history beer has been a product
with very little glamour, but a great deal of hard labor. Whether it is made with the power
of muscles or machinery, consistently producing good beer requires copious amounts of
energy and resources, expert knowledge, and precision.1
This study approaches beer from a social, cultural, and political standpoint, while
recognizing that one cannot separate the idea of beer from its material conditions. What
this beverage means to people cannot be removed from the physical process of its
creation or the physiological effects of its consumption. The first step in explaining any
aspect of beer in modern Germany, therefore, is to lay out a clear description of exactly
what the term “beer” refers to, what is involved in its production, and how it developed
over time into the product that twentieth-century Germans would have recognized.
In many ways the history of beer in East Germany under a socialist regime
continues an ancient and worldwide tradition. Almost every society has produced its own
forms of beer at some point. However, for good or ill, the beverages that now dominate

For example, see the level of effort and intensity required for “home-brewing” or “Hobbybrauen” (hobbybrewing). A good resource is John Palmer, How to Brew: Everything you Need to Know to Brew Beer Right
the First Time (Boulder, CO: Brewers Publications, 2006).
1
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the world market are the result of Europe’s centuries-old brewing traditions.2 The first
clear signs of brewing come from early settlements in Mesopotamia and the
Mediterranean basin, but as wine consumption came to dominate those areas during the
Age of Antiquity, the practice of brewing receded northward, becoming particularly
entrenched in Central Europe.3 Archaeological evidence shows ancestors of the German
people have been brewing beer since before the earliest written accounts of their
existence.4 Indeed, when Roman authors began to describe the peoples of Germania, the
social and dietary importance of beer appeared clearly in their reports.5
These ancient civilizations had the ability to produce beer because the
fundamental brewing process is relatively simple, to the point that the earliest beers may
have been created by accident. At its most basic, beer only requires three ingredients:
grain, water, and yeast.6 The grain must germinate to a certain extent so that the natural
process of growth can break down complex proteins into starches, and enzymes can
develop that will eventually convert those starches into simple sugars for the young plant

Amy Stewart, The Drunken Botanist: The Plants that Create the World’s Great Drinks (Chapel Hill, NC:
Algonquin Books, 2013).
3
Max Nelson, The Barbarian’s Beverage: A History of Beer in Ancient Europe (London: Routledge, 2005)
and Horst D. Dornbusch, Prost! The Story of German Beer (Boulder, CO: Brewers Publications, 1997).
4
This definition of “German people,” of course, presents a problem not easily solved, and one that is
present in some ways throughout this study. For my purposes, “East Germans”, simply refers to anyone
who held citizenship in the German Democratic Republic after it was formed in 1949. I align my own
definition of a historical “German” cultural heritage to what that population identified as its collective
national past. Therefore, any deployment of the term “nation,” within this study refers to a cultural and
linguistic idea of German identity, as it appears in the primary sources.
5
See Nelson, The Barbarian’s Beverage; Richard W. Unger, Beer in the Middle Ages and the Renaissance
(Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2004); Horst Dornbusch, “Germany,” in The Oxford
Companion to Beer, ed. Garrett Oliver (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2012), 389 – 394.
6
All alcoholic beverages need water, fermentable sugar, and yeast, but beer must be primarily made from
grain, as opposed to wine, which comes from fruit, and mead, which comes from honey. See Patrick E.
McGovern, Uncorking the Past: The Quest for Wine, Beer, and Other Alcoholic Beverages (Berkeley:
University of California Press, 2009), 16, 39.
2
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to eat. This procedure is referred to as malting.7 The brewing process interrupts this
natural system and utilizes the sugars for a different purpose. To make beer, the malted
grains must soak in warm water so that the starches in the kernel can convert to sugar in a
process called mashing8. Most likely as a result of trial and error, ancient people
discovered that boiling the resulting concoction (wort) made stronger beer that fermented
faster and did not spoil as quickly. However it happened, boiling became an integral part
of the brewing process. Once the boiled wort has cooled, yeast, which occur naturally in
the air and live on every surface, land in the mixture and eat the sugars that have been
released. The yeast multiply, and as they consume sugar they produce both alcohol and
carbon dioxide. After a few days, this process produces a somewhat sweet alcoholic
beverage.9 This is beer, at its simplest. The wide variety in beer styles results from the
huge assortment of different grains used to make this beverage, the different strands of
yeast employed in fermenting it, and the almost unlimited array of different herbs and
spices available for flavoring.
From the Fertile Crescent of 10,000 B.C.E. to Germany in 1945 C.E. the most
significant change to beer, in terms of the liquid itself, came with the increasing
prominence of barley as the primary grain, and hops as the primary flavoring agent.
Barley offers many biological advantages to the prospective brewer, mostly relating to its
thick husk that assists in the mash and its high concentration of enzymes, which convert
the starches into sugars. Though wheat, emmer, rice, rye, oats, and several other grains

7

Palmer, How to Brew, Ch. 12.
Almost all terminology specific to brewing comes originally from German. mash (Maisch). Lauter,
Vorlauf, Sparge, wort (Würze), etc.. For mashing, see Palmer, How to Brew, Ch. 14.
9
Stewart, The Drunken Botanist, 32.
8
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still find their way into some beers, malted barley has served as the dominant grain in
European beer production for centuries.10 Mashing barley, and other grains, produces a
sweet liquid that tastes somewhat cloying when not balanced by other flavors. Material
evidence shows that brewers over the millennia have used an enormous variety of herbs,
spices, and roots to flavor their beer, including several that have since been proven
poisonous.11 Since the eleventh century, though, European beer makers have increasingly
relied on a single plant for flavoring their product: hops. Hop flowers grow on a climbing
vine, and when added to the boil during brewing they impart a bitter flavor and a pleasant
aroma that ranges from piney to citrusy. Just as important, however, hops act as a natural
preservative that fights off beer-spoiling bacteria. The transition to using hops as opposed
to a medley of other ingredients did not happen all at once; it took centuries of converting
individual brewers at a time when most beer production still took place in private
homes.12 The rising predominance of barley and hops led to the emergence of many
popular styles of beer still produced today, but one particular type gained enormous
popularity in the nineteenth century and transformed the beer market entirely within a
hundred years.
Lager beers originated in Bavaria in the Late Middle Ages and developed into the
most popular category of beer in Germany, and then in the entire world. The word lager
originates from the German lagern, which means “to store,” and that effectively describes
the difference between these beers and warm-fermented “ales.” Sometime around the

Colin J. West, “Barley,” in The Oxford Companion to Beer, ed. Garrett Oliver (Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 2012), 90.
11
Randy Mosher, Tasting Beer: An Insider’s Guide to the World’s Greatest Drink (North Adams, MA:
Storey Publishing, 2009), 10.
12
Ibid., 12.
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fifteenth century, Bavarian brewers discovered that beers stored in cool or cold cellars
during and after fermentation came out clearer, had a subtler taste, and lasted longer
before succumbing to spoilage and off-flavors. Eventually, an entirely different strand of
yeast developed that thrived in colder environments. Today, the difference between a
lager and an ale revolves almost entirely around the choice of yeast, which determines the
temperature needed for a good fermentation and maturation. Both families of beer
contain a wide variety of substyles, ranging in color, flavor, and strength.13 Different
iterations on lager beer became popular throughout the German territories in the centuries
leading from the Middle Ages into the modern era, but they could only be made when a
cool place was available for the long period of conditioning (between two and six
months). This meant that the environment, and seasonal weather patterns, played a large
role in determining when and where lager brewing could take place.14
The true potential of lagers only emerged after the invention and development of
mechanical refrigeration in the late nineteenth century. This new artificial climate
control, combined with rapidly improving transportation technology and the discoveries
of Louis Pasteur in preventing microbiological spoilage, led to an explosion in the
popularity of lagers.15 One new style of lager, developed in the Bohemian town of Pilsen
in the 1840s, became the primary beneficiary of this new craze. These clear, bright-gold,
generously hopped “pilsner” beers took the world by storm in the late nineteenth and

Horst Dornbusch, Michael Zepf, and Garret Oliver, “Lager,” in The Oxford Companion to Beer, ed.
Garrett Oliver (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2012), 532 – 533.
14
Mosher, Tasting Beer, 167.
15
Dornbush, Zepf, and Oliver, “lager,” 533.
13
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early twentieth century.16 Worldwide commercial beer production soared to levels never
before experienced.17 In Germany, the new pilsners competed heavily with the array of
traditional lagers and ales unique to each region, eventually becoming the most popular
style in the country. Despite this fact, however, pilsners remain less dominant in
Germany than elsewhere, owing to the determination of many regions and localities to
keep their distinctive beers. Overall, the predominance of lager beers, including many
styles that originated in Germany, is one of the defining characteristics of German beer.
The Bavarian Beer Purity Law of 1516 represents another well known feature of
modern German beer, and played a key role in the way that the brewing industries of East
and West Germany developed after World War Two. In 1516, Duke Wilhelm IV of
Bavaria saw fit to legally mandate the use of only barley, hops, and water (yeast was not
yet discovered) in the production of beer, enacting a decree that is now commonly
referred to as the Reinheitsgebot.18
Any history of German beer in the twentieth century must deal with this
regulation as well as the myths that have emerged around it. In reality, Germans did not
start using the term “Reinheitsgebot” until the period of the Weimar Republic (19191933).19 It was not the first law to restrict brewers to certain ingredients, nor was it the
first such law passed by a German noble. The ingredient list only represented one part of
the law, which also set taxation and beer prices in Bavaria. Perhaps most importantly, the

Pete Brown, “Pilsner,” in The Oxford Companion to Beer, ed. Garrett Oliver (Oxford: Oxford University
Press, 2011), 651-652.
17
Eline Peolmans and Johan F. M. Swinnen, “A Brief Economic History of Beer,” in The Economics of
Beer, ed. Johan F. M. Swinnen (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2011), 13-16.
18
“Wird das noch gebraucht, oder kann das weg?” Craftbeer: Magazin für Bierbraukunst, no. 1, 2016, 1617.
19
Ibid., 17.
16
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admonition to only use barley instead of other grains stemmed primarily from Wilhelm’s
desire to stop brewers from competing with bakers for wheat and rye, thus driving up
bread prices. The law did not aim at classifying those ingredients as inferior for beer
making, although it did proscribe the use of many unsavory and unsafe components that
had been common in brewing. Even then, the decree did not remain in its original form
from 1516 onward. Most German states continued to allow beer production with other
ingredients. In Bavaria, the government allowed other grains back into beer within a
century, and the four-ingredient restriction did not come back into play until the 1800s.20
The modern version of the Bavarian Beer Purity Law emerged during the
nineteenth century with the rising tide of German nationalism, and had a great deal to do
with distinguishing German beer from foreign competition and setting barriers against
cheaper imports. As Germany approached unification in 1871, proponents of the
regulation, particularly Bavarian brewers, insisted that these beer standards be applied to
all producers in Germany; eventually they got their way.21 The German Reich began to
enforce the Purity Law consistently across its territories in the first decade of the
twentieth century. The new Weimar Republic modified the law slightly in 1923, keeping
the four-ingredient restriction for all bottom-fermented (lager) beers, and allowing other
ingredients like wheat and rye into top-fermented beers (ales).22
Thus, as Germany entered its darkest years of crisis between 1914 and 1945, its
beer industry operated under the general guidelines of a 500-year-old regulation.

20

Ibid., 16.
Niel MacGregor, “One People, Many Sausages,” Germany, Memories of a Nation (Podcast), BBC Radio
4, Oct. 9, 2014, accessed February 6, 2017, http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b04k6rcj.
22
Horst Dornbusch and Karl-Ullrich Heyse, “Reinheitsgebot,” in The Oxford Companion to Beer, ed.
Garrett Oliver (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2012), 692-693.
21
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However, the beer itself, the technology involved in its production, and the sheer scale of
beer output represented something radically modern. In 1913, Germany’s breweries
produced about 6.9 billion liters of beer.23 As a rough estimate, this required 3.6 billion
pounds of grain, 87 million pounds of hops, and 34.6 billion liters of water just for the
production phase.24 For every drop of beer produced, the raw ingredients had to be
cultivated, harvested, shipped to processing facilities (which for both hops and malt
required specialized equipment), and transported to the brewery. The grain had to be
ground in a motor-powered mill, combined with hot water in a large metal vat, and mixed
(usually with motorized equipment). German brewers also used a method called
“decoction” mashing, which involved drawing off some of the mash and boiling it before
returning it to the main vat.25
Thereafter the wort traveled through heat-resistant conduits into another large
metal vat, which was equipped with a heating element of some kind that could quickly
bring it up to boil. Regardless of how this was done, it required a great deal of energy.
The wort was held at a boil for an hour or longer, and then transferred again either into a
separate open-air cooling vat, or through a specialized cooling device that brought the
young beer down to room temperature. Once the beer was cooled it arrived at yet another
vat (or tank) specially designed for storing it during its weeks of fermentation and
conditioning. Every surface that the unfermented beer touched had to be thoroughly
sanitized with industrial cleaners or boiling water. After several days of rapid

23

Statistisches Jahrbuch der Deutschen Reich 1931, 134.
These numbers are estimated from modern brewing techniques. They should not be taken for precise
accuracy, but merely to suggest the scale of the industrial process.
25
Michael Zepf, ”decoction,” in The Oxford Companion to Beer, edited by Garrett Oliver (Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 2011), 281.
24
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fermentation, the beer was brought down to lagering temperature (unless it was an ale),
somewhere in the range of 45˚ - 55˚F.26 After all of that was completed, and the beer was
ready to drink, it had to be carbonated by injecting pressurized CO2 into the liquid,
transferred through more sanitized tubing, and filled into sanitized bottles, kegs, or
delivery tanks, which requires specially-designed equipment. Only then could the
finished beer be delivered to the retail location where the customer could purchase it.27
This description makes clear the enormous demands in labor, material, energy, and
resources required in making beer; demands that the veteran brewers of Germany were
well aware of as their ruined country and shattered economy emerged from World War
Two.

26

Palmer, How to Brew, 101.
American readers can easily visit their nearest brewery to obtain a firsthand view of this process, as most
craft breweries will happily walk their customers through every step, explain every piece of equipment, and
describe the work involved.
27
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INTRODUCTION
In April 1949, six months before the official establishment of the German
Democratic Republic, the brewmaster at the VEB Radeberger Exportbrauerei near
Dresden opined: “Bier müβte Volksgetränk bleiben” (Beer should remain the people’s
drink).1 Despite the political and social upheavals in GDR history, that is precisely what
happened. Beer remained a drink of the people in the Deutschen Demokratischen
Republik, and, at least until 1978, it was the people’s drink. For proof of its popularity,
one need look no further than the statistics for alcohol consumption in 1989, when the
Berlin Wall came down. That year East Germans drank an average of 146.5 liters of beer
per capita, the highest rate in the world.2 While this quantity of beer consumption ranks
quite high in twentieth century history, it alone does not represent an extraordinary fact.
A far more curious reality is that the world’s leading beer-drinkers lived in a socialist
state, the same one famous for a much-derided lack of quality consumer goods. The
political leaders and economic functionaries of the GDR made the decision to rebuild,
revitalize, and ultimately expand the brewing industry until the average citizen in East
Germany drank more beer than in Czechoslovakia or West Germany. While not ignoring
the importance of how they accomplished this feat, the primary objective of this study is
to explain why they made that choice.
In the state-run economy of the GDR, the government held responsibility for
ensuring that a steady supply of beer reached the people. Given the size and depth of this

“Jetzt wieder 400 Hektoliter täglich,” NZ, April 20, 1949. Volksgetränk has a somewhat ambiguous
meaning in its original German, but is translated as “the people’s drink.”
2
Thomas Kochan, Blauer Würger: So trank die DDR (Berlin: Aufbau Verlag, 2011), 77.
1
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industry, the beer market commanded significant economic and political attention. The
leaders of the Socialist Unity Party of Germany (SED) did not face any outside pressure
to revitalize and grow the beer industry to such an impressive size. Moreover, while beer
promised decent revenue for the state, the government kept prices relatively low, and
never sought to draw more income from the populace even as it spent considerable
amounts of hard currency in improving production. Had the brewing industry been
allowed to stagnate or just slow down, all of those additional resources could have been
used in other, high-profile sectors of the economy such as the auto and plastics industries,
or the “1,000 Little Things of Daily Life.”3 Yet the beer supply began to grow
immediately upon the GDR’s foundation and continued to do so despite occasional
setbacks until the country dissolved as a political entity. An analysis of these policies, and
how the regime represented them to its citizens, shows how the SED leadership
recognized and even used the cultural resonance of this product for its own ends under
the leadership of Walter Ulbricht (1949 – 1971).
In this thesis, I argue that beer’s cultural significance in German society had the
greatest impact in determining the East German leadership’s treatment of the people’s
drink. In its handling of the brewing industry, and in its public rhetoric regarding beer,
the socialist regime directly confronted historical continuities in German patterns of
everyday consumption. Most East Germans conceived of “prosperity” as a life that

The 1,000 Little Things of Daily Life was a moniker for the SED’s campaign to improve consumer goods,
with a particular aim at making domestic life easier. Katherine Pence, “A World in Miniature: The Leipzig
Trade Fairs in the 1950s and East German Consumer Citizenship,” in Consuming Germany in the Cold
War, ed. David Crew (Oxford: Berg, 2003), 24.
3
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included ample beer. Thus, the state refused to risk unrest by shutting down the breweries
to save resources, or capping beer production to stop rising consumption. A lack of effort
by the leadership to keep up with demand and maintain standards of quality would have
signaled a failure of the socialist project in Germany. The SED’s understanding of the
population’s fondness for beer also manifested itself in a concerted program to capitalize
on those attitudes by endorsing the beverage as a symbol of shared cultural values.
Throughout this period, the state press and bureaucracy repeatedly endorsed beer
traditions, brewing history, and connoisseurship.4 The Party’s association of beer with
German identity preserved the Volksgetränk through a period of intensified criticism
during the Cultural Revolution of the late 1950s, and ultimately led the regime to
integrate it into the material and ideological push for socialist modernity.
The SED’s programmatic push for economic and social modernization in its state
would seem to form a counterpoint to historical continuities. This study reveals that the
leadership’s ideological vision of the future, and the steps that it took to realize that
image, were bound up and delimited by persistent patterns of cultural thought and
behavior. For beer to be a suitable element in the bright new world of German socialism,
the regime had to address its potentially unsuitable social accoutrements and develop it as
an example of efficient, cutting edge production within the economy. Yet, while the
SED’s efforts to reform, and later adapt, beer to the standards of its philosophical beliefs
seem to offer an example of discontinuity and change, in reality all such attempts

4

Kochan, Blauer Würger, 24.
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remained contingent upon shared cultural conceptions of the Volksgetränk and its place in
society.
Any attempt by the state’s leaders to “steer” a certain market required filtering
orders down through a labyrinthine network of bureaucracies, leaving a substantial body
of records behind. Even so, understanding the government’s treatment of a single product
requires a general knowledge of how the economy operated, and a number of works
detail the structures of the East German Volkswirtschaft (national economy). This
scholarship shows a clear division between studies written before and after reunification
in 1990. A number of analyses from before the Wende strike a cautiously positive tone
about the economic success of East Germany, which possessed the highest standard of
living in the Soviet bloc.5 That said, fierce critics of the socialist economy also made their
opinions known during the Cold War.6 Overall, studies written during the lifetime of the
GDR provide more information on the detailed operations and structure of the planned
economy while economic histories written after 1990 focus more on the failures and
systemic flaws in the Volkswirtschaft.7 Together, both bodies of scholarship show how
hard the SED leadership worked to present a facade of progress and sturdiness to both its

János Kornai coined the term “shortage economy,” in Economics of Shortage (Amsterdam, NY: North
Holland Publishing, 1980). Ian Jeffries and Manfred Melzer, The East German Economy (New York:
Croom Helm, 1987), 1; Mike Dennis, German Democratic Republic: Politics, Economics, and Society
(London: Pinter Publishers, 1988); and Martin Schnitzer, East and West Germany: A Comparative
Economic Analysis (New York: Praeger Publishers, 1972).
6
See Kornai, Economics of Shortage, for a socialist’s critique of the economy.
7
See Jaap Sliefer, Planning Ahead and Falling Behind: The East German Economy in Comparison with
West Germany 1936-2002 (Berlin: Akademie Verlag, 2006); Harmut Berghoff and Uta Andrea Balbier,
eds., The East German Economy, 1945-2010: Falling Behind or Catching Up? (Washington D.C.: German
Historical Institute, 2013) and André Steiner, The Plans That Failed: An Economic History of the GDR,
(New York: Berghahn Books, 2010).
5
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own population and the outside world, even while the economy suffered from fatal
mistakes and inefficiencies on a national scale. A similar dynamic played out in the beer
industry, where outward claims of “world-class” development clashed with internal
admissions of production failures and inconsistent quality.
Relatively recent scholarship on socialist consumption seeks to move beyond the
macroeconomic level and focus on daily life. This study adopts the framework created in
the case of East Germany by historians such as Eli Rubin, Ina Merkel, and Katherine
Pence. These scholars examine how citizens formed and articulated demands for
consumer goods, and how the state responded. Such interactions included both
agreements and conflicts. Merkel, for instance, lays out the GDR leadership’s changing
ideological approach to consumer goods and proper customer behavior as communist
theory encountered the politics of daily life in East Germany.8 Rubin writes about the
GDR’s infamous Trabant cars and their symbolism as promises of mobility in a state
where movement remained constricted.9 Pence provides a detailed analysis of the
government’s attempt to meet and shape popular demand for coffee, centering her view
on the “coffee crisis” of the 1970s.10 Focusing research efforts on a single industry or on

8

Ina Merkel, Utopie und Bedurfnis: Die Geschichte der Konsumkultur in der DDR (Köln: Böhlau Verlag,
1999).
9
Eli Rubin, “The Trabant: Consumption, Eigen-Sinn, and Movement,” History Workshop Journal 68
(Autumn 2009), 27 – 44.
10
Katherine Pence, “Grounds for Discontent? Coffee from the Black Market to the Kaffeeklatsch in the
GDR,” in Communism Unwrapped: Consumption in Cold War Eastern Europe, eds. Paulina Bren and
Mary Neuburger (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2012), 170-196.
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the political importance of consumer goods allows these authors to more directly
illuminate the experience of daily life under socialism.11
Approaching this history through consumption has also permitted scholars of East
Germany to prove the extent to which the regime created an “alternative modernity” in
opposition to western models of development. Some of these efforts enjoyed more
success than others, but little doubt remains that the state’s leaders conceived of a
different path to modernity drawn from its own ideological worldview. Getting there
usually involved some combination of didacticism and material effort to create the
physical preconditions for a new life on the path to communism. Intellectuals and
government planners sought to create a new type of highly-conscious individual,
surrounded by all the benefits of life under capitalism, rationally and equitably distributed
under the tenants of socialism.12 Viewing development in the East as being on a
fundamentally different path than the West negates the simplified narrative of western
superiority in social and economic progress. As just one example, Dagmar Herzog argues

11

Other key examples of work in this field: Eli Rubin, Amnesiopolis: Modernity, Space, and Memory in
East Germany (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2016); Eli Rubin, “The Order of Substitutes: Plastic
Consumer Goods in the Volkswirtschaft and Everyday Domestic Life in the GDR,” in Consuming Germany
in the Cold War: Consumption and National Identity in East and West Germany, 1949-1989, An
Introduction, ed. David F. Crew (Oxford: Berg, 2003), 87-119 ; Mark Landsman, Dictatorship and
Demand (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2005); Ina Merkel, “Alternative Rationalities, Strange
Dreams, Absurd Utopias: On Socialist Advertising and Market Research,” in Socialist Modern: East
German Everyday Culture and Politics, ed. Katherine Pence and Paul Betts (Ann Arbor: The University of
Michigan Press, 2008), 323-344; Scott Moranda, “Camping in East Germany: Making ‘Rough’ Nature
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that East Germans experienced greater sexual liberation and freedom from dysfunction
than their western counterparts as a direct result of the social ideals instilled by socialist
rhetoric.13
In most cases, studies of consumption and modernity investigate “history from
below” as well as the actions “from above.” For the purposes of this thesis the role of the
government occupies pride of place. Socialist leaders increasingly tied their legitimacy to
promises of improving material comfort for their citizens, particularly after the death of
Joseph Stalin in 1953. State governments within the Soviet bloc loosened many of the
most restrictive social and cultural policies during the process of “destalinization.” The
result was a decided turn toward seeking greater popular support through an enhanced
supply of consumer goods. Ideologically, communism rested on a guarantee to make such
comfort available to everyone. The raison d’etre of Communist Parties included the
promise of material security, and even pleasure in an intellectually self-fulfilled
manner.14 Socialist regimes, therefore, had a real vested interest in addressing consumer
demands, or at least appearing to do so. They had to maintain a level of ideological
consistency with socialist ideals, and simultaneously pacify unrest among their citizens.15
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Scholars of consumption have identified a wide range of voices and political
forces that influenced and drove high-level economic decisions in the GDR. Mark
Landsman argues that government infighting and inter-ministerial competition caused
“ambivalent and zigzagging” policies toward supplying consumer goods. He notes the
emergence of a “lobby” within the state apparatus that advocated for the population’s
needs, directly contradicting Walter Ulbricht’s focus on the “productionist” model of
heavy industry.16 In another study, Pence focuses on the efforts of average citizens,
particularly women, to present their needs and desires directly to the government by
criticizing supply efforts in the press and through Eingaben (petitions).17 Jennifer
Schevardo and Gundula Barsch chart how Marxist-Leninist ideology affected price
controls and individual drinking habits, respectively.18 Without denying the importance
of any of these forces, this study locates the main driver for government policy toward
the people’s drink in historic national patterns of everyday consumption.
GDR beer policy sheds new light on cultural continuity in socialist states.
Previous explorations in this field have demonstrated the power of tradition and historical
cultural behaviors in shaping East Germans’ demands for consumer goods.19 As
Katherine Pence and Paul Betts state in the introduction to their volume Socialist
Modern: “the sphere of economics was never limited to production quotas and the
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politics of provisions but rather gave form to a host of 'cultural' questions about identity,
allegiance, and even nationhood.”20 These forces affected economic decisions at the
highest levels of government. Ina Merkel contends that the SED regime aimed to express
the sense that “we [East Germans] are all in this together.”21 Thus, beer, a staple of
German social and dietary life long before the war, attracted the regime’s attention as a
key point of shared identity. Efforts to improve the beer industry signified the
government’s commitment to more than just “building socialism.” Party leaders wanted
the population to know they were building German socialism.22 Moreover, beer’s
historical reputation as the drink of the “everyman,” suited it perfectly for socialist
rhetoric.23 Its traditional association with rural village taverns and urban blue-collar pubs
throughout Germany made it an ideal subject for propaganda in the “Worker’s and
Farmer’s State.”24 These efforts represented a targeted strategy of propaganda on the part
of the regime, but they emerged from a clear awareness that beer enjoyed both
widespread popularity and deep roots in German society.
Beer held a prominent place in popular perceptions of Germany both among
foreigners and Germans. Indeed, Soviet leader Nikita Khrushchev remarked in a 1958
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speech to an East German audience, “Germans absolutely cannot live without sausage
and beer.”25 Beer’s importance in the daily life of the GDR often appears in the speeches
and publications of high-level SED officials, including prominent members of the Central
Committee, heads of industrial ministries, and even Walter Ulbricht himself.26 These
mentions range in tone from a full embrace of German beer culture to self-deprecating
jests at the national predilection for the Volksgetränk. They never endorse heavy drinking
or intoxication. The fact that these prominent figures publicly endorsed beer as
compatible with normal German society while simultaneously leading the charge in
campaigns against alcohol abuse shows their belief that beer could successfully act as a
drink of moderation. Those same leaders never spoke with such casual regard about
distilled spirits or, in a different but related example, tobacco.
Beer provides a particularly fruitful avenue for exploring this matter based on the
combination of its deep historical roots in central European culture, its contestable value
in a modern society, and its intoxicating nature as an alcoholic beverage. Before the
advent of modern medicine and intensive food production, Gerstensaft (literally, barleyjuice) served as a trusted form of supplementary nutrition in the standard daily diet of
many populations. The brewing process and alcohol content killed potentially harmful
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microbes making beer safer to drink than water, particularly in towns and cities.27 The
advent of germ theory and modern sanitation techniques, along with vast improvements
in the food supply thanks to motorized farming equipment and biochemistry, left the
nutritional and sanitary justifications for beer consumption somewhat obsolete. 28
These new discoveries made beer’s value in progressivist movements, including
communism and socialism, a subject of debate, though it never attracted the same level of
vitriol as “demon liquor.” Indeed, both Marx and Engels wrote diatribes against distilled
spirits, condemning them as the enemy of the working man. They, like Lenin, framed the
issue as one of class warfare, with liquor playing the role of a seductive, cheap, drug to
keep the oppressed proletariat content and disorganized.29 For the founders of communist
ideology, beer and wine did not fall in the same category. Marx was well known for his
enjoyment of beer during his years in England, and Lenin was a regular guest at the
Hofbräuhaus in Munich while in exile.30
Beer did eventually come under criticism from temperance-minded socialist and
communist reformers in late nineteenth and early twentieth century Germany, but they
encountered a difficult paradox in their push for working-class sobriety. On the one hand,
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opponents of alcohol such as F.S. Schmidt and his German Worker’s Abstinence Union
argued that beer, while not as destructive as liquor, contributed to an artificial
contentedness during the non-working hours and led to squandered leisure time, as
opposed to the Marxist notion of constant self-improvement and intellectual
development.31 On the other hand, advocates of worker’s moderation such as Karl
Kautzky believed that ignoring the distinction between beer/wine and liquor, and between
excessive drunkenness and relaxing camaraderie at the bar, ultimately hurt the efforts of
socialist organizers. He, and many others, realized that workers’ pubs (Eckkneipe,
Bierstube, Bierlokale) acted as central locations for social group development and labor
organization. In these venues, beer represented the consistently omnipresent drink of the
working man, and quite often woman, from the late 1800s on while liquor consumption
ebbed considerably around that same time. The push for total abstinence from alcohol
never gained widespread popularity among average German workers.32 Still, the issue
never faded entirely, and while temperance efforts in Germany became muted from 1914
to 1945, the GDR’s leaders could look back on the example of their comrades in
“socialist brotherhood” during those years.
In the 1920s and 1930s, the Soviet Union sought unsuccessfully to eliminate
problem drinking and alcoholism among industrial workers, its failure served as a
warning to the SED decades later. The Russian revolutionaries employed idealistic
rhetoric about eradicating the roots of alcoholism (capitalism), and stopping the
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government’s exploitative monopoly on vodka production. By 1934, however, Stalin
effectively gave up, declared that alcoholism had been destroyed, and continued the
practice of generating enormous state revenue from liquor sales. As Kate Transchel puts
it, the Bolsheviks “found themselves helpless to curb the flow of illegal alcohol, unable to
generate acceptable forms of revenue to replace alcohol revenues, and utterly incapable
of changing traditional drinking habits.”33 She further points out, however, that despite
Stalin’s capitulation, every subsequent Soviet leader attempted to combat drinking habits,
including Khrushchev and Brezhnev during the period of this study.34 Thus, as East
Germany got on its feet in the 1950s, the regime’s alcohol policy was in no way
predetermined. Among other issues, Ulbricht and his fellow Party leaders had to
determine how to treat beer, which they recognized as an essential element of German
society, workers’ leisure activities, and rural communities.
The existing literature on alcohol and drinking culture in the GDR focuses on two
narratives: rising consumption of liquor and alcoholism. This study has little to add to the
latter topic. GDR-era publications and articles that mentioned beer in relation to alcohol
addiction tended to lump it in with wine and liquor as an undifferentiated mass.35
Moreover, the years under Ulbricht’s leadership present a particularly challenging period
for looking at this matter. Thomas Kochan and Gundula Barsch have made clear the
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regime’s attempts to downplay and trivialize the problem of alcoholism in the GDR, but
most of their evidence comes from the Honecker years, when alcohol consumption
reached exceedingly high levels. Prior to that, the government’s treatment of alcohol
dependency was even more obfuscating and limited.36 When individuals in the press and
authorities criticized drinking habits during Ulbricht’s leadership, they consistently
skirted the issue of addiction.
The dynamic increase in liquor consumption in East Germany tends to
overshadow beer in the current scholarship, which has resulted in a spirits-heavy
narrative to explain the government’s relationship to alcohol, most robustly related by
Kochan in his monograph, Blauer Würger. He states that the regime took no meaningful
steps to impact or steer the conversation around alcoholic beverages in the immediate
postwar years as they were too preoccupied with establishing power, setting up the
planned economy, and improving living conditions.37 Drinking became a subject of
debate in the GDR only in the mid-1950s. After rejecting a renewed call for socialist
abstinence led by the German Hygiene Museum and its onetime employee Ralf Neubert,
the Ulbricht regime took aim at reforming undesirable drinking habits with an intensified
push for Cultural Revolution in 1957.38 In Kochan’s view, this resulted in new official
positions on wine, which state functionaries lauded as the supreme drink of culture, and
liquor, which they derided as an unsophisticated drug of excess. Despite pointed
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campaigns of propaganda and renovation of some “dark pubs,” the government’s attempt
to stem rising alcohol consumption failed. Though the rhetoric continued, regime policy
became increasingly focused on prosecuting poor behavior, in part because the spirits
industry generated too much revenue for the state to hinder its growth.39
This version of GDR alcohol history includes the critical claim that after 1978,
East Germany evolved from a Bierland (beer-country) into a Branntweinland (liquorcountry).40 A sound statistical justification backs up this argument, as East Germans, on
average, did consume more pure alcohol in the form of liquor than beer or wine from that
year forward. Other authors who discuss East German alcohol consumption repeat this
pattern, treating the later decades of the state’s existence as indicative of its entire history.
They identify the GDR as a land of free-flowing spirits, with beer as a supplementary
beverage, even though East Germans drank over ten times more beer than liquor by
volume, even at the latter’s peak.41
These writers do not ignore beer entirely, but they never access the full
significance of the subject. Both Kochan and Barsch note that many ordinary citizens in
the GDR hardly considered beer to be alcohol, but viewed it more as liquid nutrition.42
Kochan uses this to explain why state officials in the 1950s and 1960s remained “oddly
quiet” in their judgments of beer, while the rhetoric toward wine and spirits became more
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polarized. 43 According to his interpretation, many health experts in East Germany did not
reject the Volksgetränk as a refreshing, somewhat nutritious, and possibly even medicinal
beverage during these years. That shift began only in the 1970s and 1980s.44
By bringing beer in its full importance and weight back into the history of alcohol
in East Germany, this study presents a balanced vision of the government’s relationship
to drinking during the years under Walter Ulbricht. From the earliest period after the war,
both Soviet and German administrators became increasingly involved in the brewing
industry. The state’s behavior toward beer during these years shows, not a period of
distracted neglect of alcohol, but rather myriad day-to-day decisions and statements that
set the tone regarding drinking and affected the supply of beer, wine, and spirits to the
East German population. As the new government emerged and established itself in the
early to mid-1950s, beer represented a prominent issue both in the media and in the
bureaucracy. It is true that the leadership remained more focused on rebuilding and
bringing basic supplies to the population than it did on minute details of individual
industries, but in both rhetoric and action, these years contain no shortage of important
developments for the Volksgetränk. Likewise, the Cultural Revolution hardly quieted
discussions of beer in the media and among state officials. While wine and liquor became
polarized opposites in the debate over alcohol, beer saw the emergence of its own heated
dialogue. Ample evidence proves that the government saw beer as an alcoholic beverage,
its potential for destructive effects on the body and society appear regularly in the press.
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Notions that beer did not constitute alcohol remained widespread among the population,
but they never received endorsement from the state, and thus played little role in
determining the leadership’s behavior toward Gerstensaft.
Even by the standards of pure alcohol consumption, beer predominated for the
majority of the GDR’s existence and remained the most popular alcoholic drink in terms
of volume. The story of East German liquor tempts the historian with promises of
rupture, change, and difference. The story of East German beer, on the other hand,
reflects continuity, negotiation, and accommodation in cultural consumption patterns.
One concept that does translate well from the history of liquor to that of beer in the GDR
is how willingly the leadership made compromises that helped ensure its stability.
Ultimately, the East German government could not afford to stop or cap liquor
production, because distilleries represented one of the few industries that actually turned
a profit for the state.45 One could characterize this as either an incentive, or a desperate
need, but either way it constituted an opportunity that the administration could not pass
up. In like fashion, financial profit was only one benefit that a commodity could offer,
and beer also provided something that the regime always ran a deficit in: cultural capital.
Beer’s importance in German society represented both a chance for the East German
leadership to endorse a cultural mainstay, and an unavoidable demand for a product that
the regime would have to carry forward into its vision of socialist modernity.
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Sources, Definitions, and Structure
The history of beer reveals its own set of broadly defined “camps” within the
industry and bureaucracy, whose overlapping or competing interests affected the
treatment of beer. This study identifies four main groups within the administration that
directly engaged in the production and distribution of beer and produced beer-related
documents. “State economic planners” and “economic bureaucrats” refers to personnel
employed in government organs who worked to coordinate and supervise the operations
of the GDR’s breweries, but did not run them on a day-to-day basis. This distinguishes
them from “brewers” or “brewery operators,” who managed and represented individual
facilities and their employees. Another group, “research facilities,” often found itself
awkwardly balanced between the power of the state and the needs of the breweries, but
formed a distinct voice. Lastly, this thesis draws on the “print media” and “press;” both
terms refer exclusively to East German newspapers.
Three main bases of primary source material appear in this study. The Statistical
Yearbooks of the German Democratic Republic provide raw numbers for the brewing
industry, its subsidiary industries, and the wider economy from 1955 to 1990. Archival
documents from the Federal Archive (BArch – BL including SAPMO) provide
communiques, reports, planning documents, and orders from state organizations such as
the industrial ministries, State Planning Commission, National Economic Council,
Institute for Market Research, and State Beverage Office. Finally, the three newspapers
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cited for this study are the Neues Deutschland, Neue Zeit, and Berliner Zeitung.46 In
addition to current events-coverage, they contain editorials, cartoons, reader
contributions, installations in novels and novellas, and culture pieces such as travel and
leisure suggestions.
Research into both the state archives and newspapers for this study utilized
keyword searches to identify material relating to beer, the brewing industry, and some
key terms from German beer culture such as “Stammtisch” and “Volksgetränk.” The
results, organized chronologically, were investigated to classify beer’s role in the
document into two broad camps: positive and negative. Statements that directly addressed
beer or drinking as their subject matter carried more weight than offhand mentions, but
both appear here as signs of the writer’s attitude. If the author accepted or promoted
beer’s place in East German everyday life that constituted a positive reference. These
could range from industry communiques attempting to increase production to newspaper
articles celebrating the history and traditions of the Volksgetränk. Conversely, columns
and records that show beer as unhealthy, destructive, unenlightened, or suggest that
people should drink less appear here as negative references. In both cases, example
material was then categorized according to the most common themes used to endorse or
criticize beer.
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On a final note, it is outside of the scope of this thesis to deal with the attitudes of
individual members of the East German media and bureaucracy except in rare cases. A
future study in this area, at a more micro level, would undoubtedly show more variety of
opinion within groups. After all, the people who comprised the press and state apparatus
did not constitute a hermetically sealed group apart from the GDR population. They too
were Germans, and undoubtedly most of them also felt a personal habituation to beer and
fondness for it. Undeniably, expressions of rhetoric or attitudes by a group of people
ultimately represents the collective actions and beliefs of a network of singular actors,
each with their own agency and unique identity. This study seeks larger patterns in the
effect of cultural and ideological forces on government bodies at the organizational
level.47
This thesis charts the government’s behavior toward beer through both economic
policy and discursive structures. Chapter one shows that the beer supply grew,
progressively, throughout the entire history of the GDR and economic planners devoted a
great deal of resources and effort to improving its production and organization.
Considering the huge investment in materials and equipment needed to make beer, these
steps represent a consistent pattern of growing state investment and participation in the
brewing industry. The sheer size of the beer sector and its subsidiary suppliers and
retailers required government attention at levels of scale far exceeding other alcoholic
beverages. Moreover, most state management of the beer industry came from the district
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and regional level, after attempts at centralized administration proved untenable. Thus,
while wine, liquor, and beer may have received similar attention as individual parts of a
larger ideological issue at the highest echelons of government, beer production
represented a much bigger consideration at all levels of the state.
Chapter two describes the value of beer to the East German regime as a product,
but more importantly as an idea that fostered a sense of cultural unity. The tone of beerrelated material in the Ulbricht period enthusiastically reaffirmed the German
predilection for Gerstensaft and shows a government eager to promote and utilize beer
for its own purposes. In the early postwar years, the leadership placed a great deal of
emphasis on revenue from the brewing industry to help rebuild a devastated country. As
the 1950s progressed beer prices continued to drop and never went back up. The
Volksgetränk’s utility as cultural capital, however, lent it to any number of uses in
propaganda attempts to generate positive feelings toward the government. The state
media reminded the population regularly that the planned economy had their best
interests in mind, and that included bringing them good German beer with all the
trappings of tradition. Just as importantly, it warned them that a capitalist system would
exploit their modest desires for simple pleasures like beer for the benefit of the rich and
powerful.
Finally, chapter three looks at the course of beer reform in the GDR, focusing on
two turning points in the history of East German beer and beer culture by examining the
effects of the 1957 call for Cultural Revolution, and the subsequent push to integrate beer
into the vision of socialist modernity. The late 1950s reveal a dramatic increase in
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rhetoric and policies aimed at combating persistent elements of beer culture that the
regime found unfavorable. Beer-centric spaces like the corner pub and the social tradition
of the Stammtisch (see footnote) came under attack.48 For several years, anti-beer
messages circulated through the newspapers. Yet, they appeared alongside articles that
continued to endorse it as a positive symbol of German life. By the mid-1960s, beer’s
pervasive popularity and value as cultural capital won out. Alcohol critics within the SED
had to accept a modified course for the Volksgetränk. Rather than combating beer, the
mission became to “modernize” it, and its surrounding social institutions, to
accommodate it to communist ideology. The government included the brewing industry
as a key sector for material development in the “Scientific and Technical Revolution” and
instituted a new system of didactic rhetoric aimed at shifting the dialogue around beer to
one of refreshment, moderation, and (proper) sociability.
In a broader sense, this study addresses the effect of cultural continuities on
sources of political power, but rather than focusing on expressions of popular demand, it
charts the strategies of engaging those desires by the authorities. Regardless of exactly
how individual East German citizens represented their need for beer to the leadership, the
regime interpreted these claims through a cultural lens and acted accordingly. Indeed, the
term “acted” presents an intentional argument that state behavior constituted something
more constructive and positive than mere “reaction” to the public will. The press and
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functionaries in East Germany worked from a sense of shared cultural identity to
consistently recreate the conceptual idea of “German beer” as both they and their target
audience would recognize it. In addition to carrying out the material supply of
Gerstensaft, members of the bureaucracy and state-run media, both subject to a hierarchy
of supervision from the top echelons of the SED, actively remade beer as the people’s
drink in the GDR.
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CHAPTER ONE:
THE BEER INDUSTRY UNDER ULBRICHT
Understanding how beer policies in the GDR developed requires first knowing
what happened in that industry during Soviet administration and Walter Ulbricht’s
leadership of the SED. This chapter utilizes economic statistics and government records
to chart the material reconstruction and organizational shifts in the East German beer
sector. Following a persistent decline in the beer supply under Soviet occupation, the
events of this period show a clear and immediate acceptance by the new state’s economic
functionaries of the need to revitalize and rebuild the brewing industry.
On a broad graph, beer production in East Germany grew steadily under Ulbricht,
but upon closer examination three distinct periods of development become clear. After
the founding of the GDR in 1949, economic recovery and reconstruction produced eight
years of rapid revitalization. Following on these successes, a stretch of stagnation and
mild expansion, interposed with regression, defined the brewing industry from 1958 to at
least 1962. Thereafter, the beer supply increased consistently until the takeover of Erich
Honecker in 1971, and in fact achieved some of its fastest growth in the final years of
Ulbricht’s tenure. The early and constant push to increase beer production clearly points
to a government under pressure to meet demand, while the outlier middle years suggest a
change in economic policy for beer that was later reversed. In both cases, rising beer
supplies directly reflect state investment, and therefore regime plans. Without a doubt,
the East German brewing industry suffered every type of shortage, inefficiency, and
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failure inherent to the planned economy.1 No amount of individual effort or ingenuity can
produce beer out of thin air; the fact remains that government entities devoted
appreciable amounts of resources and even precious Valutamittel to supplying the East
German people with beer.2
At the same time, efforts to improve production resulted in organizational
arrangements that do not fit neatly in to the expected picture of a centralized state-run
economy, but resonate with long-standing traditions in German brewing. After initial
attempts to operate a large chunk of the country’s breweries from a central authority, the
GDR’s economic leaders progressively moved the industry toward regional and local
control. Even while more and more breweries became property of the “people,” the
central government increasingly placed them under the authority of district, county, or
community councils. Leaders in East Berlin established several organizations to
coordinate supplies and research for beer across the country and maintained ultimate
authority on economic matters, but otherwise beer production remained largely diffused
geographically. Hyper-regionality is one of the defining features of Germany’s beer
sector both historically and in the present day, suggesting that even the physical
distribution of the GDR’s brewing industry resulted from continuities in German beer
production.3
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Soviet Admnistration: 1945 - 1949
Conditions in East Germany after the Nazi surrender offered little chance for a
quick restart to any aspect of the economy, let alone the brewing industry. The Red Army
acted as the government in its zone of occupation in the years immediately following
World War Two.4 From that point forward, East Germany operated with a “planned
economy,” but that plan changed multiple times, starting with the punitive and extractive
measures adopted by Soviet administrators during the early postwar years. While the
initial level of industrial destruction in the East did not reach the same level as the
Western zones, the USSR confiscated significant portions of the resources and
commercial infrastructure in their section. These “reparations,” combined with a lack of
certain natural resources and an influx of refugees, led to abysmal conditions in the
Soviet zone. Nothing contributed so much to the misery of postwar Germany as the
failure of the Allies to negotiate a proper settlement on what to do with the defeated state.
A united economic and government policy likely could have pulled the war-torn country
out of its slump within a few years, but once negotiations between the USSR, US, and
Britain deteriorated, the Soviet leadership confronted the reality of administering its
occupation zone separately.5
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Once Allied negotiations began to break down in summer 1946, the Soviet
Military Administration (SMAD), which held governmental authority in the zone, started
slowly easing reparation demands, though it continued to extract enormous amounts of
resources.6 As a preliminary step to allowing greater German control in zonal
governance, in April 1946 the Soviet Union “arranged” the combination of the Social
Democratic Party and Communist Party in their occupation zone to form the SED.7 From
that point on, portions of the zonal economic administration transferred back into the
hands of Germans. When the Western Allies introduced currency reform in their zones in
June 1948 it sparked the Berlin Blockade, sending events spiraling quickly toward a
divided Germany. Ultimately, the Soviet leadership in Moscow responded to the failure
of Allied negotiations and a very poor showing by the Communist Party in West German
elections by fostering the formation of a separate government in their occupation zone.8
In October 1949, the German Democratic Republic came into existence under the
leadership of the SED and its leading politician, Walter Ulbricht.9
Despite massive deficiencies in labor and raw materials, several breweries
resumed operation before the end of 1945, though only with Soviet approval and under
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strict regulation. The Feldschloβen brewery in Dresden began brewing again within the
year despite the fact that an estimated 55 percent of the facility had been destroyed by
Allied bombing.10 It, like all breweries that restarted operations during this time, worked
under an initial decree that required the facility to brew a certain amount of its beer for
the Soviet Red Army. The regulation also set the strength of beer produced for the
occupying forces at roughly 3 percent ABV, and beer made for the German population at
somewhere around half that amount.11 This directive remained in effect until October
1948, one year before the official birth of the GDR.12
Also during this period, Soviet authorities began nationalizing the beer industry
through direct confiscation, a standard practice in most sectors of the East German
economy. Starting in 1945, the SMAD dispossessed large landowners of their property,
and nationalized major industrial operations into Volkseigene Betriebe (VEB) or “peopleowned operations,” which placed them under state ownership and management.13 The
first sweep of brewery nationalization continued until 1948, culminated in the formation
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of the Union of People-Owned Operations of the Brewing and Malting Industry. This
Dresden-based organization provided central administration for the largest VEBs of the
beer and malt industry throughout East Germany, and answered directly to the German
Economic Commission under Soviet supervision.14 At this point, a sizable portion of
smaller breweries remained in private ownership.15 Regardless of who controlled a
brewery or where it received its orders, resources for repair and reconstruction, not to
mention day-to-day operations, remained scarce and strictly rationed.16 Moreover, Soviet
authorities targeted several breweries for dismantlement and shipment to the USSR as
reparations, though relatively few compared to other industries.17
The overall East German economy suffered tremendously from war damage,
reparations, and Cold War trade restrictions. Only with the introduction of separate
currencies and the eventual establishment of two states did real recovery begin. Though
hardly ideal, this step gave the two halves of Germany some direction in their
development and set the path for economic recovery.18 Like many industries, breweries
had seen little but neglect and decline under Soviet administration. The beer supply in the
Occupation Zone fell significantly from 1946 to 1949 as a result of material and labor
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shortages, as well as the low priority placed on beverage production by the SMAD.19
Additionally, postwar territorial changes had cut East Germany off from both the most
productive barley growing regions, and almost all of the hop-growing regions of the
former Reich.20
The Early Push: 1949 - 1957
As a German-run government took power in the East, it inherited a brewing
industry that showed all of the damage of two world wars and a global depression. Put
simply, the beer sector in the Weimar Republic had never matched production levels
from before World War One, and, even in their best year, breweries under the Third
Reich fell short of the output from the year before the Great Depression. War and
economic instability had put the beer industry in Deutschland on an almost four-decade
path of general decline that continued, in the East, until 1950. Moreover, while the
eventual region of the GDR had comprised almost one quarter of Germany’s postVersailles territory, it only produced about 18 percent of its beer.21 This suggests that the
area relied, to a modest degree, on outside beer deliveries that now had to be
compensated for with domestic production. The East German beer supply in 1950
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amount to a paltry 3.8 million hectoliters.22 At a rough estimate, the same region in 1913
likely produced over 13 million hectoliters.23
The freefall in brewing production finally reversed in 1949, and within five years
the GDR surpassed the first of several major historic mile markers in beer volume. By
1954, the brewing industry exceeded the peak supply under the Nazi regime.24 This quick
turnaround represents a much-improved circulation of goods and foreign trade following
currency reform and the creation of a permanent administrative structure, rather than a
sudden improvement in the beer sector’s physical capacity. An unprecedented amount of
damage and outdated equipment still pervaded the brewing industry.25 Still, the new
government of East Germany made its intentions clear regarding beer: it wanted more.
The SED leadership also secured state control over the bulk of the industry and began to
experiment with different management models.
In terms of administration and ownership, the first trends visible in East
Germany’s beer industry after the war are nationalization and centralization. The
resulting arrangements were often labyrinthine to the point of near-opaqueness, and the
loss of much source material from this era does not help clarify the situation.26 The Union
of People-Owned Operations remained in place and transferred into the administrative
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structure of the new country. It answered to the leading authority in the state-run food
industries, which eventually developed into the Ministry of the Food Industry. The Union
itself also underwent two organizational restructurings and a name change before finally
being dissolved in 1954. Following that, regional councils at the district and county level
took over administration for centrally-managed state-owned breweries, directing their
operations from the regional seat of power. Some breweries transferred to local
management, meaning that orders came from the administration of the surrounding
community. Coordination and oversight of the industry as a whole fell to the
Genussmittel (“semi-luxury consumables”) Department in the Ministry, which remained
in that role until 1958.27 The key takeaway from these early restructurings is the firm grip
of government organs, and therefore the SED, on the bulk of brewing activity in the GDR
from an early date.
Two major events took place in 1953 that had an enormous impact on GDR
economic policy, and particularly the area of consumer goods. Stalin died in March,
setting off a series of rapid political changes that realigned the central leadership in the
Soviet Union. Many scholars of socialist consumption identify this moment as a turning
point for socialist regimes in making a greater effort to meet citizens’ demands for
everyday items. Stalin’s death unsettled the Eastern Bloc enough that its governments felt
compelled to offer “concessions” in the form of more non-essential consumer products in
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order to secure communist rule. Other disturbing events, such as the Hungarian Uprising
of 1956, further drove home the need for post-Stalin reform. Socialist leaders in Eastern
Europe improved their welfare systems, reduced working hours; and raised living
standards.28 These changes started even before Khrushchev began the explicit process of
“destalinization.” This was most famously encapsulated in his 1956 secret speech, which
openly admitted many of the failures and injustices of Stalin’s leadership and began a
period of partial thaw in Soviet social and political policies.29
The second critical event in 1953 had a far more direct impact on East Germany
and prompted an immediate and significant improvement in its consumer goods supply.
In June, construction workers in Berlin went on strike in response to shortages of basic
necessities and increased production quotas. The demonstrations morphed into a political
uprising, with protesters specifically calling for the removal of Walter Ulbricht and the
implementation of open elections, but the root cause came from supply issues.30 The beer
situation may have played a role in further upsetting the population, as a government
decree in May lowered the strength of beer nationwide in reaction to malt shortages.
While certainly not a leading cause, “watered down” beer likely served as one drop in the
bucket of consumer complaints that helped push people into the streets in protest.31 Their
uprising lasted several days and spread to most of the major cities. In response, Soviet
tanks rolled into areas of protest and dispersed the crowds, killing an uncertain number of
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people in the process.32 The Soviet Politburo reaffirmed its commitment to Ulbricht for
fear of looking weak if it removed him so soon after demonstrators had identified him
personally as a target of their revolt.33 For its part, the SED leadership rescinded the
policies that sparked the conflict and took immediate steps to bring more consumer goods
to the population.34
The June Worker’s Uprising sparked greater interest in consumer goods on the
part of the Central Committee, but it hardly represented the only motivation to further
develop this part of the economy. Mark Landsman has detailed the existence of a
“consumer supply lobby” within the government apparatus that pushed for more attention
to the production of such items. This pressure served as a counterweight to Ulbricht’s
efforts to push the productionist model of socialist economic development, centered on
heavy industry at the expense of all others.35 Most East German leaders also recognized
the importance of improving material conditions in order to reduce the number of people
fleeing west. The emigration of large portions of the population, especially skilled
workers, caused constant headaches for the GDR’s socialist leaders, and served as a
reminder that West Germany offered a more attractive life in the minds of many
Germans.36 Deficiencies in consumer goods exacerbated this problem.
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Yet while 1954 saw a dramatic increase in the beer supply, significant efforts to
rebuild the brewing industry predated these events. East German beer production grew
every year from 1950 to 1955.37 Stalin’s death and the Worker’s Uprising had, at most, a
modest impact on beer production. The evidence suggests that the regime’s concerted
push to fulfill the economic goals of the first Five Year Plan, which ended in 1955, had a
greater effect in this case.38 This also suggests that the state-ordered reductions in beer
strength in 1953 and 1955 signify a decidedly “quantity over quality” approach to the
Volksgetränk during this period.39 While industry output dipped slightly in 1956, it
rebounded with extraordinary growth the following year, increasing by nearly 17
percent.40 This strong showing in 1957 rounds out a seven year period of rapid ascent for
the beer supply.
After the dissolution of the brewery Union, changes to ownership and
management structures in the beer industry calmed down as the government’s economic
planners settled into a pattern of slow and steady decentralization.41 The state had already
secured its control over the most important operations.42 The only noticeable change
during this time came with the transfer of several more breweries from central to local
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management.43 Local management created fewer redundancies in administration and
allowed for more flexibility while still retaining state ownership. This model proved
attractive enough that the government adopted it for all remaining centrally-managed
VEBs in the brewing industry in 1958.44
Flat Beer Growth: 1958 - 1962
In the late 1950s, the flood of East Germans “voting with their feet,” prompted
Ulbricht’s infamous pronouncement regarding consumer goods. At the SED’s Tenth
Party Congress in 1958, the First Secretary of the Central Committee predicted that
consumption in East Germany would match and then overtake the West by 1961,
adopting the vision of socialist ascendency first presented by Khrushchev in the USSR.45
This promise may seem, in hindsight, like empty propaganda, but massive policy changes
followed the announcement making 1958 a pivotal year both for GDR history and the
beer industry. The SED abandoned its second Five Year Plan (1956-1960) and adopted a
new Seven Year Plan that it hoped would dramatically improve the consumer goods
supply, as Ulbricht promised.46 After just four years of relative stability, the GDR’s
economic planners once again overhauled the ownership and management structures of
the beer industry with an eye toward rapid improvement. Despite, or perhaps because of,
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their sudden interference in a system that had been producing progressively more beer,
the brewing sector entered a mild slump starting in this year.
The new system brought the gradual push for decentralization to final fruition as
the SED continued to seek new arrangements to produce more beer, and Germany’s
traditionally regionalized network of breweries presented the most attractive option. The
government dissolved the Ministry of the Food Industry and the Genussmittel department
that had overseen the brewing sector. In its place, a new entity, the State Beverage Office
(“Stako”) formed out of the GDR’s existing wine distribution office. The Stako acted as a
“balancing organ,” and the State Planning Commission tasked it with inter-district
coordination of the beer sector. Thus, the Beverage Office became responsible for
shipping beer between different regions of East Germany, handling all beer imports, and
supplying breweries with raw materials and consumable production stock (bottles, bottle
caps, kegs, labels, etc.).47 However, it never held direct authority over any facilities and
did not have the power to issue orders in the same way as a ministry or an industrial
union. Instead, the Stako relied on cooperation with the various regional economic
councils to carry out production.48 The Beverage Office’s first director, Gerhard
Matthies, found this system immensely unwieldy and frustrating. On multiple occasions
he petitioned his superiors to form a new union of breweries, or to give the Stako powers
similar to such an organization. Decentralization remained the watchword of the day,
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however, and these requests failed.49 Still, the central state authority retained final
oversight in the economy, guiding the progress of the beer sector with annual plans and
receiving “yearly analyses” from the districts via the Stako.50
Beyond the largely powerless coordination of the Beverage Office and the
unobtrusive oversight of the state’s central economic organs, the beer industry in the
GDR became an overwhelmingly local and regional concern.51 Many of these facilities
found themselves unified into the earliest brewing kombinats around this same time.
These “combines” allowed the breweries or maltsters to remain legally separate entities
but horizontally integrated with other producers in their industry and area. The combine
managers treated the supply needs and distribution capacities more like a single body
than a patchwork of separate facilities. Administrative authority remained with the
regional government management.52 In terms of the day-to-day business of receiving and
fulfilling orders, this formed a stark contrast to the capitalist system of unintegrated
competition. However, the fact that Germans in smaller communities continued to drink
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most of their beer from local breweries makes the GDR an outlier in the development of
the world’s brewing industries during this time.53
1958 also marked a large step toward full nationalization of the brewing industry,
with signs of caution from a regime that knew a sudden elimination of private beer
producers might harm overall production. Thus, the first semistate-owned breweries
appeared in this same period.54 The government forced, or “encouraged,” these private
companies to accept the state as a controlling partner in their businesses, forming a
public/private mixture. Fewer taxes and economic restrictions applied to operations that
adopted this model, and the state usually allowed the former owners to remain as
managers in exchange for giving up their control. In this way the GDR’s economic
leaders extended state-ownership to a much wider array of breweries than it had
previously, without risking the disruption of a full shift to people’s ownership. Thus,
semistate-owned breweries acted as a transitional phase on the way toward full
nationalization.55 The implementation of this new model heavily impacted private
breweries. After brewing 19 percent of the GDR’s beer in 1957, privately owned
production plummeted to less than 5 percent in 1962.56
1958 to 1962 represent the weakest years of growth for beer in the GDR. It
remains unclear whether the organizational shakeup caused problems in the beer industry,
demand reached a temporary plateau, or government policy stopped favoring rapid
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growth. The final option fits with evidence from state rhetoric in the bureaucracy and
media during this period. For whatever reason, the brewing sector managed only 1.5
percent growth in these years.57 The governmental Institute for Market Research
attributed the stagnation in per capita beer consumption to a lack of greater demand. It is
critical to note, however, that this was the institute’s answer, pro-forma, for all changes in
the consumer good supply. The economists who studied the East German markets
acknowledged the poor quality of available beer and the inability of the brewing industry
to produce enough to meet the population’s needs, and yet their reports always tended to
collapse the entire issue into a question of rising or falling demand.58
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Nor did beer’s tepid growth during these years grant greater success to other
alcoholic beverages. Wine and spirits producers struggled to increase the availability of
their goods. The inability of domestic viniculture and distilleries to meet supply quotas
forced economic planners to dramatically increase imports. The wine market
accomplished the most consistent growth during the late 1950s and early 1960s. In this
period, wine consumption doubled, but wine imports had to more than double to meet the
desired supply.59 Despite the appearance of strong growth, wine never overtook liquor in
terms of per capita consumption in the GDR.60 Spirits purchases experienced dramatic
ebbs and flows from 1955 to 1961, after which they rose slowly but steadily throughout
the Ulbricht era. Imports of liquor also saw a marked increase during this time.61 While
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the increase in beer production remained slow, beer imports dropped by nearly half
during the same years while overall consumption continued to rise.62 The statistics form a
picture of a population that wanted alcohol in all forms in greater quantities, but beer held
a unique position of prominence. It was easier and faster to produce than wine (especially
considering the existing brewing infrastructure) and did not carry the same sociocultural
taboo as liquor, which was associated with drunkenness and alcoholism by many
segments of the population.63
As the brewing industry struggled to grow through the end of the 1950s and into
the 1960s, the State Central Statistics Administration expanded the range of detailed
information available in records, giving a more three-dimensional image of beer
production. The price of a brew declined steadily from 1950 to 1959, when a 1 liter pour
of Vollbier from the tap cost 1.6 East German deutschmarks. Beer stayed at that price
until the end of Ulbricht’s leadership.64 Employees in the brewing industry also received
relatively good wages. From 1956 to 1963, production workers in breweries earned more
than the average wages in the Food and Semi-Luxury Consumables Industry, with the
fourth highest pay rates in that sector behind meat, fish, and oil processing workers.65
These numbers suggest the extent to which beer formed an ordinary, if unspectacular,
aspect of life in the GDR. For the majority of people, it served as an affordable
commonplace drink for refreshment and a measure of relaxation.
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Beer, Ascendant: 1963 - 1971
In 1963, the SED leadership instituted a new plan to kick-start the East German
economy by further decentralizing industrial management and adopting a “system of
economic levers” to promote realistic growth models and sustainable profitability.
Scholars of East Germany’s economy have presented this “New Economic System of
Planning and Management (NES)” as Ulbricht’s most concerted attempt at pushing the
GDR to catch up to the West.66 Ultimately, it failed. At the end of the 1960s, the
government replaced the NES with another system that reintroduced more central
steering mechanisms (Economic System of Socialism).67 In the brewing industry,
however, the period from 1963 to 1967 shows no great rupture in organization. NES-style
measures of decentralization developed in the beer industry as early as the late 1950s.
The Stako continued in its role attempting to balance and coordinate the people’s supply
of beverages, but without any increase in its direct authority.68 The early 1960s marked
the start of an intensive investment and development program for the brewing industry,
representing a concerted push toward modernization in equipment and methods. Finally,
in 1968 the state established the administrative structures that governed the beer sector
through Eric Honecker’s leadership as General Secretary. This last major change under
Ulbricht entrenched the decentralized, dispersed nature of beer production in East
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Germany. Regional beverage industries became solidified as a loosely connected network
of separate units.
Beer production in East Germany finally achieved consistent, significant growth
in the final eight years of Ulbricht’s leadership. As compared to the frequent regressions
of the previous half-decade, this period only saw one year in which the beer supply did
not increase from the previous fiscal cycle.69 Exports also grew significantly, reaching a
new peak in 1968.70 Exported goods, particularly those sold to western non-socialist
countries, held a high value in the economies of Eastern Europe for their ability to
generate hard currency. For East Germany, Radeberger Exportbrauerei and Köstrizer
Schwarzbierbrauerei played a significant role in developing the export market for beer.
The GDR even exported beer to the FRG, though only breweries that maintained their
adherence to the Reinheitsgebot gained access to the West German market.71
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Figure 1.4 East German beer production 1946 – 1970.

Further nationalization also took place during these years, and found its ultimate
expression in 1972. From 1963 to 1967 (the last year that ownership statistics appear),
more private breweries converted to semistate-ownership, further marginalizing private
beer production. State-owned operations retained their dominance in terms of total
production, but the public/private hybrid model gained increasing importance. This
model clearly held favor with Ulbricht’s economic planners as a part of their
decentralizing economic policies.72 When Honecker took over as General Secretary,
however, the semistate-owned operations quickly disappeared. In 1972 the government
converted all remaining private, cooperative, and semistate-owned breweries into
VEBs.73 Clearly, Honecker did not share Ulbricht’s patience with semi-private forms of
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control, but both men ultimately aimed at a fully nationalized economy.74 In the last few
years of Ulbricht’s leadership, the state’s economic planners instituted the last major
organizational rearrangement of the brewing industry, creating the structures and
institutions that lasted until 1990.
In the late 1960s, the Beverage Combine emerged as the favorite form of
industrial organization for drink production in the GDR, and rooted the decentralized,
loosely coordinated, nature of the brewing industry more firmly in government policy.
The combines replaced the precursor Braukombinate, which included only plants and
businesses directly related to the beer industry. These new organizations oversaw
breweries, maltsters, and bottling plants, but also engineering firms, research labs,
equipment-manufacturers, distilleries, wineries, and alcohol-free drink producers.75 They
developed in 1967 through the designs of the Stako, which by then answered directly to
the Ministry for District-Managed Industry and Food Industry (MBL).76 The combines
acted as a single administrative structure, managed on the district level by the economic
councils.77 The formation of these new structures, while certainly important for local
brewing operations, changed very little in the state-level command structure of the
industry. The operations now answered to the management of the Kombinat, but the
combines continued to report to the district economic councils, which ultimately took
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direction for planning and crises from the MBL. The Stako continued to coordinate and
balance the beer supply on an inter-district level.78
The final years of Ulbricht’s leadership also saw the crystallization of alcohol
consumption patterns that continued until the end of the GDR. East Germans drank more
alcohol in every form from 1963 to 1971, but consumption in the three major categories
did not rise at the same pace. Here, the three major beverages are compared with
reference to pure alcohol.79 At the end of the decade, about 9 percent of the average
citizen’s alcohol intake came from wine, as opposed to 43 percent from spirits and 48
percent from beer. Beer drinking increased significantly, but liquor was growing faster.80
Still, twenty-three years into the GDR’s forty-one-year existence, the consumption of
alcohol still came predominantly from the Volksgetränk. Moreover, both beer and liquor
consumption had yet to match their historical peaks in the history of Germany. This
pattern of growth in East German drinking (liquor outpacing beer, beer outpacing wine)
continued through the remainder of the state’s history, and has its roots here in the late
1960s.
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Liquor overtook beer in pure alcohol consumption seven years after Honecker
took over as General Secretary of the SED. Of course, as argued in this study’s
introduction, one should be hesitant to judge these trends as indicative of attitudes or
preference among the population. More importantly for this thesis, the statistical arc
toward higher liquor consumption does little to reveal the regime’s treatment of alcohol,
nor how they interpreted or represented their efforts to bring more of it to the people. It is
equally ineffective for showing the conceptual differences between forms of alcohol in
the discourse of East German authorities. Such questions require a more detailed analysis
of the government’s words and actions. In that analysis, beer stands out as an entirely
different matter from wine or Schnaps. Put simply, liquor was an unavoidable evil and
wine was the preferred libation of high-culture, but beer was the drink of the German
people.
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CHAPTER TWO:
BEER, FOR STRENGTH AND SOCIALISM
In 1954, a column ran in the newspaper Neue Zeit bragging that conditions in
West Berlin were so bad that citizens there drank an average of fifteen liters of beer less
than their counterparts living elsewhere in the FRG. East Berlin, on the other hand,
appeared as a land of reasonably priced and “cultivated” restaurants, proving the
superiority of the socialist model. Claims of East German preeminence appeared
frequently in the GDR’s print media, but the inclusion of beer in this column is telling.1
The press and its government censors did not merely accept the economic necessity of
brewing. Rather, beer served as a synecdoche for prosperity for Germans of both
countries. The implication that West Berliners would drink more beer if they had the
means almost certainly rang true for a German readership. In the East, the ruling party
took direct responsibility for providing a prosperous life for all citizens through proper
distribution and coordination of resources. In short, if socialism was going to exist in
Germany, then beer was going to exist under socialism.
Yet while the regime felt the need to supply a culturally-engrained everyday good
for life in Germany, its efforts to assimilate beer into communist ideology clearly go
beyond a mechanistic response to popular demand. Not even authoritarian leaders can
deny the wishes of their people beyond a certain point without inciting protest and mass
resistance, but that does not mean they must express approval of those desires. Rather,
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beer-friendly rhetoric, extra-ordinary concern with the variety and quality of the
Volksgetränk, and the continuation of beer-related traditions suggest that the top echelons
of the SED actively endorsed a pro-beer attitude in the media and among state employees
in order to promote a shared cultural identity.2 By examining descriptions and written
deployments of beer by newspaper contributors and bureaucrats, this chapter identifies
how narratives about beer, its role, and its past in German society offered advantages to
the leading party as proof of their goals to build German socialism.
One could potentially argue that this subject was innocuous enough not to attract
rebuke from the party regardless of what attitude a writer or speaker presented, but this
seems unlikely for several reasons. First, Ulbricht and his functionaries considered strict
media censorship a high priority, and the SED tightly controlled content. Beyond the
possibility of direct intervention in the media, this had the effect of inducing newspaper
writers and editors to anticipate the opinions of the Central Committee.3 Likewise,
anyone writing a report or memo within the government apparatus would have been
highly cautious of including anything politically uncouth. Second, many comments made
about beer in the media and bureaucracy directly touch on political issues and (naturally)
support the views of the SED. It is highly unlikely that such statements would have
manifested themselves without at least a generally approving attitude from the leadership.
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Finally, in several cases state officials went beyond mere words, and expended significant
effort, resources, and time perpetuating beer culture. Government employees and
institutions under “people’s ownership” carried on seasonal beer traditions, conducted
subjective taste tests to judge breweries’ products, and continued to brew specialty styles
of beer that served no easily definable purpose. All such activities acted as increased
strains on scarce resources. Ultimately, someone in an administrative roll had to approve
these expenditures in the name of celebrating beer. At some level, then, the regime must
have felt that the circulation of positive messages and approving attitudes toward beer
served its purposes.
Material Value
Cultural capital was not the only possible advantage that beer could offer.
Revenue from beer sales and the Volksgetränk’s potential nutritional value played
significant roles in influencing state policy. However, the importance of these material
motivations had their peak in the desperate years immediately after the war and
diminished progressively after that. Without suggesting that they formed separate,
hermetically-sealed, issues, the material value of beer appears weaker than its utility as
cultural capital.
Governments of every type have targeted beer as a source of tax income since at
least the “cottage industry” era of the Middle Ages, and the powers that governed
postwar East Germany were no exceptions to this rule.4 Following the war, many
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regulations from the Third Reich remained in place, including the tax system for beer. It
took six months for the SMAD to revise taxes on the brewing industry, but when the new
law came into effect it put state revenue as the top priority. For the weakest Gerstensaft
produced, over 67 percent of the brewery’s wholesale price went to the state, and stronger
beers had even higher proportional tariffs.5 Newspapers announced the new decree in
May 1946, and within a few days of its enactment an article in the Neue Zeit justified the
government drawing monetary proceeds from people’s “useful addictions.” The unnamed
author of this opinion piece approvingly names tobacco, Schnaps, and beer as three
products well suited to providing high tax revenue. The beneficial side effect would be to
keep consumption of these items, especially tobacco and liquor, low.6 The need to
explain and argue in favor of such actions suggests a level of displeasure among the
populace that so much of their Genussmitteln expenditures went to tax revenue.7 At least
one column from the Berliner Zeitung in 1947 presented the entire subject as an
extension of war reparations.8 Most of this tax money went to provisional governmental
institutions in the Soviet Zone, but appropriation of a certain portion would have been
well in keeping with occupation policies.9
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If the astronomical beer taxes of the early postwar years represented a further
extension of Soviet confiscation, that would help explain why the government of the
newly formed GDR changed the law almost immediately after its formation. In midNovember 1949, one month after the state’s founding, the East German leadership
reformed beer taxes.10 The designers set the tax rate for the weakest beer at just under 50
percent of the final wholesale price, a significant decrease from the policy of Soviet
administration.11 Not only did the new East German government immediately lower beer
taxes, but it continued to do so throughout the decade. In 1953 the previous tariff dropped
by more than half.12 Afterward, beer prices continued to fall until, in 1959, they reached
their final level in East German history.13 While the post-1953 price decline did not
explicitly come from tax cuts, the evidence proves that breweries’ profit margins
increased from their levels under Soviet administration, leaving lower tariffs as the most
logical source for decreased consumer cost.14
In the case of a state-run industry, taxes did not constitute the only financial value
of a business; the administration also had a vested interest in profitability. An overview
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of statewide profits and tax proceeds from the brewing industry during this period is
beyond the scope of this study.15 However, financial reports from the people-owned
brewery Union in 1949 show profits of over 3 million marks and an almost equal amount
of tax payments. This comes from the period of peak beer taxes. Still, even in these years
the overall state budget amounted to tens of billions of marks, making the brewing
industry’s contributions relatively small.16 As for profits, a 1966 document from the
Council of Ministers reported that beer prices had a built-in profit margin of 20 percent
over production and distribution costs. It does not specify how much of that money
stayed with the individual facility and how much went to the state budget.17 As with
taxes, the state never put increasing profits ahead of a low consumer price on its list of
priorities. Even so, brewers and other beer sector professionals presented the industry as
lucrative and a reliable source of tax revenue whenever they described their operations in
the press or to higher-level administrators.18 Likewise, unprofitable beer producers
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regularly appeared as a concern in both the media and the bureaucracy and even led to the
closing of several breweries in East Berlin in October 1949.19
Beer’s greatest financial value came from the industry’s economic size, the
number of people it employed, and its impact on subsidiary markets. In this area, beer
distinguished itself from other beverages and forms of Genussmitteln. Unlike coffee, tea,
or wine, beer’s raw ingredients were perfectly suited to large scale domestic production
in East Germany.20 The same could be said of liquor, but in terms of volume, the
production of distilled spirits never reached 10 percent of beer output.21 By the end of the
period investigated here, beer commanded just under 8 percent of the entire food and
Genussmittel sector.22 Among drinks, only the milk industry could claim to outrank
beer’s economic impact.23 As a Party dedicated to putting the entire population to work,
the SED could not afford to let the industry founder unless it could find new work for
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thousands of people, not to mention the enormous financial loss of having so much
equipment and so many facilities go to waste.24 Industry advocates did not hesitate to
point this out in the early postwar years when critics appeared to question if the
authorities should devote scarce resources to beer.25 By the mid-1950s, as the general
economic recovery progressed and better supplies of consumer goods reached the
population, references to this subject become more scarce, outside of pro-forma official
statements to increase profitability in all sectors of the economy.
Despite its continuing importance, after several years it became clear that profit
did not influence the state’s agenda for beer as much as other factors. The first decade
after the war was a time of extreme deprivation; everything came second to economic
recovery. It is not surprising that profitability and state revenue loom large in these years.
However, after the massive tax reduction in 1953, beer tariffs never went back up, as they
did, for example, in the spirits industry.26 Once consumption levels in the GDR reached
impressively elevated levels in the 1960s and 1970s, with the brewing industry struggling
to fulfill needs, the government could have increased tax rates and enlarged revenue,
while simultaneously easing demand on its overburdened breweries. This measure would
have been in keeping with the regime’s tactics for liquor, where higher taxes served as a
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common tool for both profiting from the population’s habits and attempting to combat
“excessive” consumption.27 In fact, when health professionals in the GDR began to
specifically question the policy of using harmful substances to generate tax income in the
late 1950s, they directly identified liquor and tobacco sales as the object of their concern.
They did not even mention beer or wine.28
Squeezing the population’s beer budgets for greater revenue would also have cast
the SED in a hypocritical light considering the many stories and articles that circulated
through the newspapers accusing capitalist governments in the West of that very thing. In
these articles, beer represents the drink of the working class. In countries run by
bourgeois elites (or by fascists depending on the level of vitriol) the state allegedly only
cared about beer in so far as it could syphon more money away from blue-collar families
and into its own coffers.29 One particularly poignant line of attack, exemplified by a 1952
Neue Zeit article, directly links higher beer taxes in Bavaria with “Bonn (FRG federal
government) remilitarization politics.”30 While hypocrisy certainly did not concern the
regime in many cases, beer represented a highly visible object for government price
politics. At least some voices in the state apparatus might have balked at the idea of
raising beer prices for state revenue while the media repeatedly beat the drum of western
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exploitation for that very same matter. The SED sought to make better profits in the
brewing industry, but never at the expense of rising consumer prices. It saw the path to
that end through greater efficiency and lower costs in production.
Although the government never subsidized the cost of beer like it did for basic
foodstuffs, some of its citizens placed it in that category.31 In the same 1949 article where
the Radeberger brewmaster defended beer as the German Volksgetränk, much of his
argument centered on its dietary content. He pointed out that a liter of “Radeberger”
contained 450-700 calories, the same amount of carbohydrates as 150 grams of bread,
and protein levels equivalent to 60 grams of bread.32 A similar article from the year
before stated flatly that beer is not just a Genussmittel, but also Nahrungsmittel
(food/nourishment).33 In like manner, a 1953 column from the Berliner Zeitung greeted
the seasonal production of Bockbier both for its better flavor and its higher nutritional
value.34 Perhaps the best example of this mentality comes from a 1949 proposal by the
VEB Rathenower Brewery, suggesting that the state should exempt its low alcohol
double-caramel-maltbeer from taxes to make it affordable for school children. The
justification followed that a third of a liter of their beer provided more nutrition than a
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quarter liter of skim milk, which the state had subsidized to make more affordable.35 The
school’s teaching staff enthusiastically endorsed the proposal.36
Despite popular conceptions of beer as valuable nourishment, neither Soviet nor
German authorities treated it as anything more than a supplementary beverage for those
who could afford it. Beer taxes remained highest in the early years, when questions of
caloric intake held the most importance. The GDR’s statisticians never listed beer under
the category of “important foodstuffs.”37 Put simply, the regime defined beer as
Genussmittel, a pleasure item not strictly required for survival. That did not invalidate its
significance, but it confirms that the East German leadership believed itself to be
addressing a want, rather than a need. Moreover, the fact that newspaper columnists
could openly express such attitudes proves that SED censors did not find them
objectionable.
The Power of Tradition
Beer earned a reputation as the definitive drink of the German proletariat toward
the end of the nineteenth century. Schnaps consumption plummeted in the final decades
of the 1800s and remained low, while beer consumption had seen a mild downturn but
still amounted to 250 percent of its 1850 levels.38 The association of beer with the
working class culminated in the “beer war” of 1909, in which the Social Democratic
Party organized mass boycotts of certain brewers and tavern keepers to force them to
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lower prices. By that point, beer’s adoption as the drink of labor no longer represented a
mere popular trend. The largest socialist party in Germany now officially recognized the
Volksgetränk’s importance as part of its political agenda.39 Conservative anti-socialist
elements in Germany referred to beer as “sozialdemokratischer Saft” (social-democrat
juice).40 Debates over alcohol within the German socialist movement had reached a
tipping point before World War One. Karl Kautzky’s pub-friendly program of worker’s
moderation won out over the nascent socialist abstinence movement. It is unclear what
stance the Communist Party of Germany took toward beer after its founding in 1918, but
it is safe to say that they were not anti-beer in any outward manner.41 In any case, beer
was heavily associated with the early phases of the German worker’s movement and
labor organization.
The East German media often harkened back to that common thread of proletarian
life in the 1950s, presenting beer as a touchstone issue for blue-collar social classes.
Newspapers routinely mentioned beer as the drink of the workers, and did not limit this
association to Germany, or the socialist bloc.42 For example, one foreign correspondent in
the SED-controlled press cited England, another country with a deeply rooted beer
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culture, as an example of capitalist exploitation when its parliament dramatically lowered
the price of wine, but kept beer costs relatively high. Within the worldview of the GDR’s
leading party, this showed how the bourgeois, imperialist, politicians in Whitehall
exploited the modest demands of the proletariat to subsidize their consumption of
expensive luxury goods.43 Another report from Austria described a “beer strike” by the
working classes in 1957.44 Twice during election campaigns in Berlin, political
commentators in the media even presented the hope that beer, and the social spaces that it
created, could strengthen the bonds between workers from East and West Germany, with
the obvious goal of educating Westerners on the superiority of socialism.45 When the
GDR’s Institute for Market Research reported in the early 1970s that industrial workers
and agricultural laborers consumed the most beer in the country, they were confirming an
already assumed fact.46 While the SED never failed to appeal to the collective will of the
workers (as it chose to understand it), beer offered access to cultural traditions much
older, and with more direct appeal to widespread conceptions of German national
identity.
German beer traditions, as they existed in the collective memory of GDR press
members and government employees, represented a positive element in the SED’s vision
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of the past.47 Long standing beer customs or institutions held a certain cache as long as
any backward, anti-social elements had been properly identified and exorcised. As such,
the workers at the VEB Bötzow-Brewery felt justified in writing directly to the president
of the Republic, Wilhelm Pieck, in 1949, protesting the decision by the Berlin City
Magistrate to close their facility. In a short telegram on behalf of the brewery’s
“workforce,” the author(s) decried the fact that the people-owned operation, which the
employees had rebuilt from the rubble of 1945 into a profitable enterprise, had now been
ordered to shut down despite eighty-five years of tradition.48
In a similar vein, newspapers repeatedly carried stories announcing breweries reopening or increasing production after the war, and specifically pointed to their histories
as important institutions in the community, the region, or the entire country.49 Other beerrelated establishments also benefitted from frequent association with their continuity of
service. Bars, beer-cellars, and restaurants with famous historical drinking scenes
appeared often in the culture sections of newspapers.50 Celebrations of a centuries old
Ratskeller in Berlin, articles detailing the renovation of Leipzig’s famous “Burgkeller,”
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and even a column on the tradition of a “beer wagon” that traveled from house to house
delivering beer all acted as signifiers that the Volksgetränk’s past still carried weight and
garnered approval in government and press circles.51
Even the media’s presentation of beer traditions that no longer continued, or
stemmed from other countries and cultures, represented a general “beer nostalgia.” For
example, the town of Buckow (Märkische Schweiz) to the east of Berlin served as a
popular rural vacation spot for residents of the capital, particularly for the Easter
holidays. In multiple years both the Neue Zeit and Berliner Zeitung carried stories about
the town, and in both cases the region’s preindustrial brewing traditions received
prominent mention and detailed description even though local production appears to have
died out hundreds of years prior.52 Likewise, travel reporters who made trips to Bohemia
during this period consistently glorified Czech brewing traditions.53 One 1957 article,
reporting on Czech machinery exhibits at the Leipzig Fair, noted that imports of “Pilsner
and Budweiser (beer from České Budějovice)... can never be large enough.”54 The
excellent quality of Czech beer and raw goods made regular appearances in East
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Germany’s print media, and columnists repeatedly waxed eloquent over the fine state of
Bohemia’s Nationalgetränk and the high rates of its consumption.55 These articles often
paid close attention to the nuanced characteristics of Czech brewing history, and the
customs surrounding beer in that state.
The economic planners and administrators of East Germany also invested a
surprising level of effort in producing the Volksgetränk in a range of traditional styles,
rather than seeking higher efficiency by standardizing beer production. Indeed, they
sometimes placed greater emphasis on variety than on quality or tradition. The industry
produced hoppier, pilsner-style beer in the early 1950s despite the fact that hop scarcity
in these years led research labs to suggest using replacement bittering agents like
vermouth.56 In like manner, certain breweries received the green light to make
Schwarzbier (black beer), Bockbier, Weißbier (wheat beer), and German porter.57 All of
these offerings represented tiny shares of the market. Even pilsner formed a relatively
small category next to the dominant style of Vollbier Hell, though it gradually gained
market share.58 Yet the very insignificance of these smaller styles suggests that demand
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for them remained relatively low, suggesting the state had other reasons for supplying
such niche markets. Hints at their motivation can be found in the media, which provided
profiles, laudations, and connoisseur-style histories of these specialty beers. They
enthusiastically associated them with the rich historical traditions of uniquely German
brewing practices.59
Bockbier offers an excellent example of the Party’s efforts to appropriate and
embrace beer traditions. Bockbier originated in the central German city of Einbeck in the
thirteenth century, and gained popularity as brewers in Bavaria imitated its style in the
following centuries. While the term “bock” refers to beers with a range of different
gravities and ingredients, they share the common characteristics of being somewhat
stronger, richer, lager beers with round sweetness balanced out by a healthy dose of hop
bitterness.60 All of these characteristics (stronger, richer, sweet, hoppy), result from the
fact that Bockbier requires considerably larger quantities of all the raw ingredients used
in making beer.61 It originally developed out of the need to have a strong beer that could
survive an entire summer of storage, which resulted in the association of Bockbier with
fall, and therefore with harvest festivals.62 Despite the greater investment needed for this
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classic German beer, GDR breweries began producing it again less than five years after
the state came into existence.
An article announcing the return of bocks to East Berlin in 1953 lavished detail
over the history of the style. In an interview with a brewmaster at Berlin’s Engelhardt
brewery, the columnist identified only as “ke” walked readers through the origins of
Bockbier, the differences in its two most common forms (light and dark), production
choices that determined its color and flavor, and the proper glassware to drink it out of.
The article ends on a forward-looking note about apprentices at the brewery learning how
to make the fall seasonal for the future. Layered, implicitly, in statements about specialty
serving vessels, ingredients, and distribution methods is the extra cost and effort put into
these beers by the state-run breweries.63 The arrival of Bockbier season and its attendant
traditions forms a common theme, year after year, in GDR newspapers.64
The perpetuation of styles and social elements of beer consumption reaffirm
structural support for beer enthusiasm in the GDR, and weigh directly against claims in
the historiography that East Germans had strictly “utilitarian” attitudes toward drinking
and never developed a “connoisseur-culture.”65 This may have been true to some extent
with liquor and wine, but beer clearly breaks the mold. The media repeatedly associated
beer with celebrations, holidays, and popular events, while the state’s economic
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bureaucrats worked hard to prevent shortages on these occasions.66 Beer retained its
particularly German characteristic as both an everyday drink and an object of
connoisseurship. On multiple occasions, officials in the state’s economic councils and
ministries sent out detailed instructions for beer-serving establishments on the proper
techniques for pouring beer.67 A pamphlet from the National Economic Council’s Beer
and Malt department used whimsical graphics and a refined-looking typeface to
evangelize about every aspect of “caring for beer.” They described proper practices from
the moment of delivery to the point of service, including the selection and cleaning of
glassware.68
Care for custom and the finer points of the drinking experience appeared in the
manufacturing of beer-paraphanalia as well. When the German Office for Material and
Goods Inspection standardized the production of restaurant serving glasses in the early
1960s, it authorized four styles of beer glass at different sizes resulting in eleven total
configurations. By comparison, wine, spirits, and non-alcoholic drinks each had a single
style and size of glass designed for them.69 All of this points to the fact that state-run beer
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and restaurant industries did not consider specialization and expert care of beer to be
superfluous or inappropriate. The continuation of beer connoisseurship represents one
important way that the GDR’s government organs showed nuanced care for the standards
of production and service of the people’s drink.
The Question of Quality
Attention to detail did not always guarantee a satisfactory consumer experience.
According to industry leaders and state economic functionaries, a large portion of the
beer produced in the German Democratic Republic consistently fell short of quality
standards throughout the period of this study, with the summer months being worst as a
result of higher demand.70 Reports on beer included every measurable characteristic of
the beverage in their definition of Qualität. Critically, though, the same designation also
applied to subjective features such as taste and aroma.71 When beer evaluations in East
Germany reported on these features, descriptive terms only appear to explain problems
with the product. A “high-quality” beer required no detailed, explanatory list of sensory
experiences among state employees and overseers of the brewing industry. Lest one think
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that exuberant descriptions of beer did not exist at all in the GDR, newspaper examples
can prove otherwise. A 1967 Neues Deutschland article described the award-winning
beers from the VEB Berliner breweries with extravagant detail, listing them under titles
such as “A beer for connoisseurs,” “a beer for gourmets,” and “an old specialty from
Berlin.”72 Such in-depth subjective explanations were not anathema to East German beer,
but they never appear from the industry or government side.
This speaks to the fact that the high-level brewery staff and researchers who
evaluated and judged beer worked from an assumed consensus among their target
consumer base to understand what their product “should” taste like. In reports for
supervisory government officials and internal quality checks the potential for varying
beer pallets never emerges. Industry experts felt confident enough in their grasp of these
ideas that they treated characteristics like flavor, aroma, and mouthfeel as just another set
of quantifiable, measurable features. Judging techniques exhibited an unquestioning and
confident acceptance of culturally-constructed consumption patterns by the
administration, and a significant level of concern in meeting expectations. Thus, even as
industry researchers continued to report unacceptable quality in East German beer, they
recognized taste and enjoyability as necessary to their objectives. Their goal was not
simply to produce beer, nor even beer that met some standard of being objectively
acceptable. Their words state clearly that they aimed for “good” beer. Put simply, the
GDR’s beer industry uniformly operated from a system of cultural normative values in
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terms of beer character, even when it intentionally chose to settle for lower standards in
production.
Immediately after the war the push to return to “normal” beer began. As East
Germany and the brewing sector recovered, beer quality referred almost entirely to
strength (measured in gravity) and ingredient choice. The slow development of the
brewing industry under the SMAD left the population thirsty for beer of “peace-quality”,
meaning the styles and strength of the Volksgetränk available before the war.73 Limits on
beer gravity relaxed progressively during the final years of occupation. In 1948 and 1949
East Germany’s breweries began to produce normal strength beer once again.74 These
years also show the first use of ersatz ingredients in beer production, an issue that
remained throughout the state’s existence. In March 1946 Soviet authorities gave East
German brewers permission to break the Reinheitsgebot, which had remained in effect up
to then.75 Breweries could now use sugar and other adjuncts in lieu of malted barley.
Likewise, research facilities attempted to find new ingredients that could replace ultrascarce hops and replicate their bittering and preserving qualities.76 Even these earliest
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efforts to improve quality show the power of culturally-defined expectations. The East
German administrators abandoned the Reinheitsgebot to more quickly return beer to its
previous strength and variety without drastically reducing production.77 Ironically, they
eliminated the Beer Purity Law to produce “better” beer.
Despite this deviation from the Reinheitsgebot, hints of its influence on East
German conceptions of beer persisted. Industry leaders and economic officials overseeing
the beer sector understood that the GDR’s two beer-loving neighbors, West Germany and
Czechoslovakia, adhered to production codes that East Germany frequently violated, but
the media routinely neglected to mention that fact when discussing beer to the west and
south.78 After the initial decree that lifted the four-ingredient limit, the term
Reinheitsgebot disappears from sources in the Soviet Occupation Zone and GDR.
However, associations of adjunct use with lower quality in beer recur frequently in both
industry documents and administration files.
The issue of adjunct use provides the clearest example of disagreement between
different factions within the state brewing structure. Starting in the early 1950s it became
standard practice in most GDR breweries to replace 10 to 25 percent of the malted barley
in beer recipes with rice, corn, or unmalted barley.79 At the end of the decade, research
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organizations such as the Central Laboratory for the Brewing and Malting Industry and
the Institute for the Fermentation and Drink Industry started pushing the use of artificially
produced enzymes in many branches of food production, including beer. This allowed for
adjunct use of up to 50 percent.80 Their voices became loudest and most insistent in the
first half of the 1960s, but plans to increase rice and corn use in brewing ran up against
resistance from the leader of the Food Industry Department in the National Economic
Council. He noted reports from brewers of negative results in attempts to make beer with
less malted barley. 81 When the regime formed new ministries in 1965, the head of the
MBL reopened the issue for debate. One of his immediate subordinates clearly favored
the researchers and increased adjunct use, but Gerhard Matthies and the Stako, on behalf
of a professional organization of brewers, objected, claiming insufficient research.82 All
of these discussions took place behind closed doors, but clearly differing opinions
remained on how far the East German brewing industry should deviate from traditional
practices.
Any suggested changes to beer in the GDR had to fit in the state’s definition of
“quality,” including the acknowledged consensus on proper taste. During the hop crises
of the early 1950s, industry researchers showed that vermouth provided a level of
bitterness similar to hops, and that its use did not interfere in the brewing process or alter
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the empirically measurable features of beer (foam retention, color, shelf life) to an
unacceptable degree. However, they also felt compelled to repeatedly mention that these
measures would be strictly temporary, and that beer produced without hops “causes no
changes in flavor.”83 This statement is truly remarkable both for its inaccuracy and for its
assertion that a subjective experience can be empirically measured in a laboratory. Yet,
the same model of taste tests showing “no changes” reoccurred multiple times in the first
two decades of the GDR’s existence.84 During the push for higher adjunct use,
researchers provided several reports of taste tests conducted to evaluate high-adjunct beer
produced with artificial enzymes.85 Their results unsurprisingly showed that brews with
40 percent replacement malt had a certain “flavorlessness,” but immediately argued that
this could be overcome by adjusting the recipe.86 The consistent claims that new methods
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and techniques would have no effect on flavor strains credulity. Beer is a highly sensitive
product and slight changes often have outsized impacts on taste. However, the more
important takeaway from these sample probes is that the administration and industry
leaders insisted that any new ingredients or change to the brewing process could at least
claim to not cause significant alterations in the organoleptic features of beer.
Contradictions in the state-run brewing industry’s pursuit of quality point clearly
to a regime seeking to paint itself as a champion of the people’s expectations on the one
hand, and perfectly willing to enact measures that would disappoint those hopes on the
other. Thus, they maintained their claims to share and promote the cultural values of the
people, while saving on critical resources. In 1951, a representative from the Ministry of
the Food Industry communicated a sharp rebuke to a brewery manager who had stated
that consumers failed to recognize the differences between beers. The brewer had argued
that, for the average customer, beer represented a uniform product. The ministry stated
flatly, “Colleague Pilz’s view that all beer should be treated as equal in terms of quality is
indefensible.”87 The highest office of economic management in the GDR’s government
made clear that subjective beer quality represented a prominent issue, and demanded that
lower level operators in the industry share this view. Yet, on at least two occasions, in
1953 and 1955, that same Ministry issued a blanket order to East Germany’s breweries to
lower the gravity of their beers, and held to this decree despite resistance from industry
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leaders.88 The newspapers did not announce these changes to the public, which was the
most common way for the population to hear news about its beer supply.89
The government put quantity over quality in production of Gerstensaft in a
number of other ways as well. The administration authorized continued and increasing
use of adjuncts, occasional reductions in hop usage, investment in new bottling
equipment instead of replacing dilapidated kettles and fermenters, and curtailing the
conditioning period for beer to meet demand.90 In the latter two cases, economic planners
made decisions that directly and unavoidably led to poorer quality in the people’s drink.
The average East German citizen would have required insider knowledge to be aware of
these policies, but the end results were unmistakably plain when a beer tasted flavorless,
went bad in a few days, or appeared hazy and unclean.91 Certainly, East Germans did
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notice. In just one prominent example, Stefan Heym’s 1974 novel 5 Days in June,
mentions the “bland” flavor of East German beer, and implies that West German brews
were better.92 Still, in the state-run media, all signs pointed to a government deeply
concerned with bringing its people good German beer. This might help explain why so
many seemingly banal documents from the GDR’s brewing industry received the stamp
“streng vertrauliche” (strictly confidential).93
Perhaps the most pertinent example of the state’s deployment of beer quality as a
cultural touchstone for its population comes from its beer export industry. In order to
satisfy foreign customers, and to ensure that beer survived transit, the GDR’s economic
planners invested more resources in equipping its export breweries with modern bottling
and pasteurizing equipment, while giving them first priority on deliveries of quality raw
goods.94 Moreover, export brands of beer remained more likely to continue brewing
according to the Reinheitsgebot. This proves both that the Beer Purity Law retained its
cache as a signifier of better beer in the GDR, and that the most well-regarded beers were
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those destined to leave East Germany.95 However, even though these beers cost more and
remained harder to come by for the average citizen, the media repeatedly heralded them
as the finest specimens of high quality brewing in the name of the “people.” When state
functionaries argued that GDR beer matched the standards in West Germany, their
examples inevitably came from one of the high-end export breweries.96
Much of the praise for these brews emerged from the Leipzig Trade Fair, where
foreign representatives and East German citizens could try GDR export beer, and
breweries received recognition for their finest products. The Fair acted as a display
window for East Germany to the outside world. Representatives from both socialist and
non-socialist nations could attend and view the GDR’s best goods, as well as advertise
their own.97 Many brewing facilities received the designation of “Operation of
Outstanding Quality Work” from these events.98 The best beers from East Germany made
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their presence known through this institution, consumption in high quantities received
unabashed praise from Fair reporters, and many of the brewing industry’s export
contracts came from negotiations there.99 The Leipziger Messe presented East Germans
with a microcosm of the contradictions and mixed messages inherent in a state that
demanded modest consumption from its citizens while showcasing its ability to export
higher quality consumer goods.100
While these examples tend to paint the government’s management of beer quality
in a somewhat cynical, self-serving light, certain policies point to a legitimate interest in
producing enjoyable beer according to consumer expectations. Not all taste testing took
place out of an effort to legitimize new brewing methods. At regular intervals during this
period, industry researchers and healthcare professionals working on food hygiene
conducted sensory panels to probe beer and report on its flavor, aroma, mouthfeel, and
appearance. Surviving records provide little information beyond the end results of the
examination. Nevertheless they show adherence to a single idea of correct attributes,
without room for differences in preference, either among the tasters or the customer base.
Judges listed subjective features of beer as “normal,” “good,” or “full-flavored” and only
made detailed notes if something seemed incorrect.101 Nor did the state completely
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whitewash individual complaints about bad beer from the consumers, though only
criticisms of objective product issues such as cleanliness, cloudiness, or poor shelf life
appeared in the state newspapers or received attention from officials.102
Regardless of its ability to execute high quality beer production or the internal
contradictions between its actions and rhetoric, East Germany’s leadership consistently
highlighted its efforts to make good German beer. Critically, it defined that idea
according to an internally agreed-upon assumption of traditional consumer preferences.
Endorsing a material expression of cultural identity offered the regime many benefits, not
the least of which was the ability to use those shared values in the war of words against
its rivals to the west.
Cold (Beer) War
The global conflict between American and Soviet spheres of influence infiltrated
the discourse surrounding beer in the GDR, and had enormous impact on the brewing
industry. In 1958, Albert Norden, an East German journalist and politician, traveled to
West Berlin to give a speech praising the SED, and denouncing West German leaders for
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their anti-communist rhetoric. Toward the end of his talk, Norden addressed recent
statements by West Berlin’s political candidates Lemmer (CDU) and Willy Brandt
(SPD), in which they accused East Germany of threatening behavior. The Neues
Deutschland reprinted his words under a section titled “We threaten with milk and
vegetables, with wheat and beer.” Norden suggested sarcastically, “Perhaps Lemmer and
Brandt fear that we want to get the West Berliners drunk with our outstanding
Radeberger Pilsner... The individuals who recently vandalized this Sportpalaste (the
Berlin Sports Palace) had not drunk any Radeberger, but rather were intoxicated by the
fleeting and minor art culture of Rock’n Roll imported from America.”103
Norden’s words neatly encapsulate much of the rhetorical strategy employed by
GDR politicians and journalists in its brash assertion of beer superiority. This sense of
competing brewing sectors extended beyond mere propaganda, however, it penetrated the
actions and words of the industry and bureaucracy. Whenever possible, lower-level
functionaries reporting to government leaders included information on the state of the
West German brewing industry, especially after Ulbricht announced in 1958 that his state
had three years to overtake the FRG’s supply of consumer goods. Economic planners
included beer in this campaign, though the evidence suggests that neither wine nor spirits
received similar treatment. Yet, even before this concerted push to match West German
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beer output, and even after it became clear that the mission was doomed to fail, the
GDR’s media maintained a regular drumbeat of beer-related anti-Western rhetoric.
Associations of West Germany with poor supplies of beer began almost
immediately after the war as East German newspapers pointed their fingers at the
Western Allies for neglecting the Volksgetränk. Unlike in the East, where the majority of
brewery expropriation took place under the aegis of popular referendums, business
confiscations in the British zone were painted as crass property grabs by the occupying
forces. Such critical jabs at the West usually lacked concrete information, and relied on
vague assertions of corrupt wrongdoing.104 In many ways this became the standard
method for how the GDR’s print media reported on problems in the West German
brewing industry. Hard facts and details always came second to a resounding judgement
that the people’s desire for beer was subject to the greed of the bourgeois business
owners. Thus, when breweries in Hamburg and Bremen requested to export their beer
two years after the war, the Neue Zeit reported that the dreadful conditions under AngloAmerican administration made it impossible.105 One year later, following the currency
reform, the same newspaper denounced beer exports on the grounds that the Western
Allies had fixed prices so that producers were encouraged to send desperately needed
agricultural goods abroad rather than sell them locally.106
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The ordinary West German drinker regularly appeared as a victim of the vicious
trends and swings in the market economy. Another Neue Zeit column from 1952
described increasing beer prices in Bavaria as an “antisocial price spiral,” and
approvingly reported calls for “beer strikes” among the population there.107
Whichever way events transpired, reporters in the Soviet Zone and later the GDR used
beer to remind their readers that the western economy and government offered nothing
but disappointment and exploitation.108 A 1957 Berliner Zeitung article served a good
example of the direct connection made between capitalism and beer. The author reported
that breweries in Austria complained about their profit margins being squeezed by rising
utlitity prices, but they merely wanted an excuse to raise the end-consumer price of beer
and stuff the wallets of their shareholders.109
The GDR’s journalists aimed their sharpest critiques at West German brewery
owners and managers, sometimes including charges of Nazism in their diatribes. Shortly
after the war a story appeared in the East German press regarding the former head of the
brewery economic group under the Third Reich. In 1947, a Munich-area court exonerated
him even though he had been a member of the Nazi party since 1938. The article implied
that the Western Allied authorities excused the businessman’s political affiliation based
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on his reputation as a good Christian and his participation in the well-loved enterprise of
brewing.110 In the East, of course, neither characteristic brought forgiveness to former
members of the NSDAP. The Soviet administration pursued charges against any brewery
owner or employee who had openly supported fascism and ruthlessly removed them from
their posts.111
The most common polemics against West German brewery owners involved
conspiracy and political intrigue.112 Brewing concerns in the FRG and West Berlin quite
often received the moniker “monopolistic” when described by the East German media.113
The practice of allowing “tied pubs” served as proof of the unscrupulous business
practices inherent in the capitalist system.114 This arrangement, made famous by the
British brewing and bar industry, allowed beer producers to own retailers, and thereby
require that only products from that company be sold in the pub, tavern, or store. Perhaps
the most prominent scandal (from the perspective of the GDR) involving beer directly
affected the first chancellor of the Federal Republic, Konrad Adenauer. Adenauer’s wife,
according to the state newspapers, came from a wealthy family that had owned more than
a dozen large breweries in East Germany. Over a span of three years from 1958 to 1961,
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eastern journalists and prominent politicians reveled in accusing Adenauer of wanting to
reunify Germany under a capitalist system simply to regain property and increase his own
personal wealth.115 In another pithy line, Albert Norden announced in a speech that “now
that these facilities [breweries] are owned by the people and their profits flow to the
Worker’s and Farmer’s State, the beer tastes much better to us.”116
These unsubtle digs deflected attention from an East German beer industry
struggling to understand and overcome widespread difficulties and often dependent on
western trade. Attacks on the capitalist system of beer production usually failed to
mention the state of the industry in the GDR. When complaints or issues did appear in the
media, blame always fell on an individual brewery or on the population itself for not
behaving correctly. Put simply, when disruptions emerged in the West German beer
industry the problem was the capitalist system of economy. When similar issues occurred
in the east, the root cause was anything but the socialist model of production. The fact
that East Germany relied upon an exchange of goods and ideas across the Iron Curtain to
sustain and improve its beer supply never appeared in these articles. Despite repeated
efforts to steer all such trade toward fellow socialist states, the Ulbricht regime authorized
imports of equipment and materials as well as exports of finished beer with capitalist
countries, including the FRG, throughout his leadership.
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As early as 1949, brewery officials in the GDR warned their political superiors of
the serious threat of competition from beer produced in the Federal Republic and West
Berlin. The fear of being undersold by western brewers formed a core part of the
argument for reducing East German beer taxes in the early 1950s.117 Thereafter industry
leaders and economic functionaries regularly acknowledged that the FRG’s breweries
were out producing their eastern counterparts.118 When forced to compare the beer from
the two states in terms of quality, GDR officials showed reluctance to openly admit that
their beer was not as good as that in the West, but reading between the lines their
recognition of that fact becomes obvious. One report by a special committee in 1960
begins a statement with the words: “Beer quality is, in general, equivalent to the West.”
Immediately following this assertion is an admission that East German beer “sometimes”
showed poor standards because of rushed production during the summer months.119 The
following sentence then claims equal quality based on a comparison of “top brands” such
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as Radeberger with beers from the FRG, even as the GDR’s export beers hardly
represented the state of quality in the entire industry.120
Cold War tensions between East and West Germany not only pushed the GDR’s
media to downplay the inferiority of their beer supply, it also contributed to the problem
by making it harder for East German breweries to conduct desperately needed trade with
capitalist countries. West Germany and the United States made significant advances in
scientific and technological brewing practices during the early decades after the war.
Before the creation of the two states, the beer industry in the Soviet Zone still had access
to advanced independent research and development facilities like the VLB Berlin, but by
the 1950s contact was broken off.121 New methods and processes for brewing continued
to cross the border from West to East, but it became increasingly difficult for GDR
breweries to get the equipment and expertise necessary to build a world-class industry.122
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Acquiring the newest research was often the least of the problems facing the East
German beer sector. Decreasing trade with the West cut the GDR off from critical
sources of raw goods, basic supplies, and high-quality imports.123 Eastern breweries
depended on shipments of hops from the FRG for a large quantity of their demand in the
1950s. This issue appeared recurrently in both the files of the state bureaucracy and in
East German newspapers. By the end of the decade, the GDR’s economic planners began
pushing harder and harder to reduce the state’s dependence on western hops despite the
fact that domestic production remained greatly inferior in terms of both quality and
quantity.124 The East German media blamed hop shortages in the late 1950s on a
dastardly attempt by the West German and American governments to hamper beer
production in the GDR by greatly reducing the hop supply.125 Once again, the SEDbacked press deflected serious issues in the East German brewing industry by putting the
blame on corrupt politicians and greedy capitalists in the West.
When complaints rolled in about undeniable failures in the beer supply, the media
and leadership identified scapegoats so that blame would not fall on the socialist
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economic model or the leading party. The target became poor work practices at
individual breweries. Newspapers occasionally published complaint letters from unhappy
consumers in East Germany and particularly bad cases could receive attention from
central government organs like the Stako. In the case of beer, these stories tend to follow
a similar pattern. A customer complains that he or she purchased beer, which turned out
to be cloudy, improperly labeled, or have yeast cake on the bottom. The report mentions
the specific brewery, and overtly suggests that the culprit must be lazy workers, poor
management, or improper work procedures.126 So, for example, the Berliner Zeitung
published a letter from reader “Albert B.” complaining about a bottle of beer from the
Schultheiss brewery that was contaminated with debris. The complaint ends with a
resounding sentence: “I ask the responsible colleagues of this operation, what they intend
to do in order that something like this never repeats?”127 Critically, these stories generally
failed to mention any larger root cause of poor standards in beer production such as the
lack of supplies and labor or a highly inefficient economic model destined to cause
constant shortages. The closest they came to critiquing the system was calling for highlevel functionaries such as the Minister of the Food Industry to get involved.128
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Especially with beer, shortages in packaging could, and often did, get blamed on
the ordinary consumer. In fact, the newspapers sometimes published responses directly
from breweries to customers that had complained about them. Albert B. received an
answer from the workers at Schultheiss three weeks after his objection appeared in the
paper. The VEB’s representative apologized for the mistake and promised to install new
equipment that would help with bottle cleaning. After that, though, the blame shifts
somewhat: “But we also remind our customers not to use bottles for other liquids such as
gasoline, turpentine, etc. These polluted bottles, which are returned to our facility, often
lead to later complaints.”129 The circulation of bottles, kegs, and beer cases all relied on
people returning their empty containers to the retailer. However, because of hoarding
practices endemic to the “shortage economy,” customers and vendors often held on to
these goods in copious quantities. The East German media spent an inordinate amount of
column-space printing complaints, accusations, and comradely calls-to-action desperately
trying to convince people to return their empties and relieve the stress on the packaging
industries.130 Press contributors consistently swept the fact that these problems stemmed
almost entirely from systemic failures in the GDR’s system of economic management
under the rug. Individuals at every level of the beer distribution network continued to
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pursue the course of action that held the most benefit and financial security to them and
their businesses. The press took this as proof of insufficient education and social
awareness.131
These recurring beer narratives, which supported the political and social views of
the SED, appeared regularly throughout the period in question. The overall discourse
surrounding beer did experience changes during this time, and those changes are
important to understand the bigger picture of beer’s path in the politics of the GDR. The
specific themes listed above, though, remain relatively stable in their appearance and
unity of message. East German media members and state officials endorsed and carried
on beer traditions, they took extreme care to show their attention to beer’s quality based
on shared cultural notions of what that entailed, and they constantly reminded the
population that everything about the Volksgetränk was better under socialism.
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CHAPTER THREE:
CARRYING BEER INTO SOCIALIST MODERNITY
The need to identify and reform certain elements of beer’s social and spatial
surroundings show themselves throughout Ulbricht’s leadership even as the media and
state apparatus embraced and continued much of the pre-existing beer culture in the
GDR. This chapter uses the same source base as chapter two to identify statements that
criticized and challenged beer and beer culture in East Germany, or portrayed the
people’s drink as a catalyst for negative, anti-social, behaviors. In comparison to the
steady stream of rhetoric and actions showing the regime’s approval of beer and its use as
cultural capital, the push to modernizing reform appears inconsistent and shows major
shifts during Ulbricht’s leadership.
During the GDR’s first fifteen years, attempts to modify German beer culture for
a future in socialist modernity came mostly in the form of direct criticism of persistent
social customs. This initial pattern is defined by a sharp turn in the late 1950s. In the
state’s early years, critiques aimed at beer and its associated social structures almost
entirely pointed toward examples from the West, and identified reactionary political and
ideological spaces as the enemy. With the 1957 Cultural Revolution, the media turned all
those same arguments against the social practices surrounding beer in East Germany.
Over the following several years, beer became the target of doctors, crime reporters, and
ideologue journalists who implicated it in holding back the construction of socialism by
fostering negligent or reactionary beliefs and behaviors. Pro-beer messages, of the type
that had been common in the media since immediately after the war, continued to appear
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in parallel with this new narrative. Yet, despite abundanct examples of an endorsement
for beer in the same press channels, critics not only accused beer culture of crimes against
socialism, but made no effort to suggest that it was redeemable. Thus, until the mid1960s, the regime’s main efforts to modernize the social world of beer in the GDR came
in the form of negative rhetoric, attacking regressive behaviors and ideas that it
associated with beer-centric spaces and group dynamics. Editors and state censors
allowed these stories to counterpose the image of beer as a positive, German, cultural
tradition rather than displacing it.
The transformation of state behavior toward beer in the final decade of Ulbricht’s
leadership shows a more wholistic and constructive vision for achieving socialist
modernity in beer. Starting in the early 1960s and reaching preeminence in beer rhetoric
by 1965, a new message of progress and moderation took over the state’s public
discourse surrounding beer, while the GDR’s economic planners began a campaign of
material investment and development of brewing infrastructure. Discussions of beer
during these years frequently deployed terms such as “modern” as well as closely related
phraseology from progressivist social programs. A 1966 report from the Institute for
Market Research described the technical aims of the brewing industry: “The goal of
development must be a beer, which is made in modern breweries with the most advanced
technology, using the most suitable raw ingredients, and reaching the consumer in the
best condition through a modern distribution network.”1 This same document hints at the
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role of “moderation” in building the ideal society of the future, stating that guiding
people toward a measured use of alcohol, “within the framework of socialist education,”
was necessary to “increasing the joy of living, supporting society, and improving general
welfare.”2 In the push for a modern East Germany, the physical and rhetorical were
deeply intertwined. Yet, for all this sound and fury evidence from Ulbricht’s final years
reveals a government still internally divided and unsure about how to understand or
control popular attitudes toward the Volksgtränk.
The Battle over Beer
The people’s drink took on a dual nature in the media and bureaucracy starting in
1957. It’s favored position in German cultural heritage remained, but a new wave of
propaganda reminded the populace that beer could also act as a central element in “antisocial” behavior in their country. These critiques did not emerge out of a vacuum, but
rather reflect older themes of temperance ideology and propaganda, as well as the East
German media’s previous attacks on beer culture in western states. Still, until the Cultural
Revolution, the press had not specifically associated GDR beer drinkers with these
negative themes. The new cultural policy demanded an accelerated realignment of actual
lifestyles in East Germany to conform with the class-conscious, educated, high-culture
loving model of the “new socialist individual” required in Marxist-Leninist ideology.3
Announced in fall 1957, this campaign opened the door for expanded criticism of many
“unenlightening” behaviors still common among the GDR’s population, and it played a
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prominent role in state policies over the next several years. By the mid-1960s, however,
the concerted anti-alcohol rhetoric of the Cultural Revolution faded as the regime turned
more to legal prosecution in its efforts to fight excessive drinking.4
Competing messages about beer emerged in the press and among state officials
during these years. Doctors, health experts, and crime reporters presented general antialcohol polemic, sometimes specifically identifying beer as a problem, and often lumping
it in with all intoxicating drinks as a social ill. Journalists reporting on the progress of
socialist programs problematized or openly discredited beer and beer culture. Along with
government officials, they also proselytized the superiority of wine over other alcoholic
beverages. Yet bureaucrats overseeing the beverage industry fluctuated between approval
and disapproval of beer in their language, reflecting the lack of a consistent party line on
beer.
The absence of clear direction explains why positive messages about beer
persisted at the same time and through the same channels as criticism. Employees in the
brewing industry and other advocates of beer continued to promote the beverage as a
German tradition, drink of moderation, and economic mainstay in East Germany. Thomas
Kochan has noted the increasing negativity toward liquor and beer during the Cultural
Revolution, but the continuing appearance of these themes complicates that narrative. For
beer, at least, 1957 marked the beginning of an argument, rather than the closing of a firm
conviction. The content of pro-beer messages points to the reason for its persistence. The
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leadership did not repress voices that portrayed beer as a unifying feature of East German
society, with roots in a generally accepted vision of the people’s shared cultural history.
For nearly five years, both the average official working in a government ministry and the
average citizen reading the daily newspapers received a deluge of mixed and
contradicting messages about the Volksgetränk.
Beer critics in the GDR picked up on important themes from earlier temperance
advocates in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century, and particularly the
confluence of alcohol with dangerous and unenlightened social spaces. Spatial politics
has always formed a key element in the history of beer and alcohol reform, and became
particularly important during the Industrial Revolution when progressivist lamentations
over the evils of the proletarian saloon reached fever pitch.5 Even within the history of
German socialism, F.S. Schmidt identified the “three pillars” of worker’s subjugation as
capital (Kapital), the church, and the pub during his campaigns for socialist abstinence.6
Much of this clamor aimed directly at liquor consumption, which peaked during the same
period, but beer’s permeation of these spaces meant that it often fell under the general
condemnation of problem drinking.
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Media in the early postwar years criticized beer’s spatial settings by pointing out
negative stereotypes and undesirable traditions of beer culture in West Germany. Bavaria,
viewed as the most conservative region in the FRG and perhaps the most entrenched beer
culture in the world, often took the brunt of these attacks.7 A 1949 Neue Zeit article
reported snippets of conversation from a table at the Oktoberfest festival and had one
participant reportedly saying: “Yes, of course we also need housing (a desperate shortage
in postwar Germany). But the high beer price of over one mark per Maß (1-liter mug) has
to come down first!”8 Members of the East German print media clearly had a certain type
of FRG citizen in mind when they presented their social polemics. The most common
historical stereotypes involved in these columns were the petty bourgeoisie and
aristocracy. These images of backward, reactionary public spheres involved copious
consumption of beer to the point of excess, coupled with crude behavior evoking
traditions of patriarchy, political corruption, and bourgeois social dominance.9 Yet
another example from München describes group dynamics in the famous beer halls as
“the traditional separatism of Bavarian citizens.”10
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The Stammtisch, a historical social tradition in German drinking culture, neatly
encapsulated all the potential problems of unenlightened alcohol-fueled gatherings. The
tradition of these regular social meetings, which typically included both beer and
Schnaps, received regular condemnation from the press in the postwar era, with common
examples from West Germany punctuated by the occasional column decrying the
continuation of such practices in the East. For the press, the Stammtisch served as the
archetype for anti-social spaces involving alcohol. While bad behavior certainly played a
role, the most pernicious danger to emerge from the Stammtisch came from the
circulation of unacceptable ideas. Thus, the media depicted these spaces as a support
network for misogynistic, patriarchal behavior toward women.11 In a similar vein,
newspaper accounts connected group drinking sessions to political conservatism or
recidivism, including gatherings by former or unrepentant Nazis.12 One 1953 article by
“Cobra,” who reported court cases in later years, stated directly that Hitler started the
Nazi Party with the help of thirty liters of beer and seven acolytes at “the Stammtisch of a
smoky Munich beer cellar.”13 The Stammtisch came to stand, in general, for intellectual
regression. It fostered objectionable behaviors encouraged by an environment of
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unenlightened thought and bound up with excessive drinking of beer and shots of
spirits.14
In fairness, the socialist leadership also offered a constructive, progressive, vision
of spaces explicitly associated with beer drinking during these years. A pair of
architectural plans from 1953 and 1955 for Stalinstadt (now Eisenhüttenstadt), “the first
socialist city on German soil,” included designs for a Bierstube (beer parlor) and a
Bierbuffet, respectively.15 The plans portray well lit, open spaces, finely appointed with
classical elements of building ornamentation and interior design, and suited to serve
crowds numbering in the hundreds at any given time. Tiny frothing beer mugs even
appear on the tables in the blueprint of the beer parlor.16 These types of spaces could
surround the East German beer drinker with the desired material “education” described in
previous works on spatial politics in the GDR.17 Even still, it seems that having the word
“bier” in the name of these establishments suggested an unacceptably singular focus on
alcohol. Though the physical characteristics of modern eating and drinking
establishments in the later 1950s directly reflected these earlier designs, the terminology
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changed.18 Now, the regime wanted its citizens to find nourishment and leisure in “cafes”
or “restaurants,” terms that made no direct reference to beer or drinking.19
Once the call for Cultural Revolution came in 1957, it brought a rhetorical and
physical campaign against “dark pubs” and other alcohol-centered spaces.20 The print
media provided ample evidence for the dangers that lurked in such regressive social
settings as the farmer’s village pub and worker’s watering hole. Echoing nineteenth
century temperance advocates, newspapers portrayed bars as spaces where blue-collar
men went to waste away their paychecks on copious quantities of Gerstensaft and
Schnaps while their families and loved ones waited at home, forced to live on bare means
because of the irresponsible behavior of the patriarch.21 A 1957 article described a court
case against Julius, a hard worker with a good job who had hoped to marry the love of his
life, an honest and respectable woman. She forced him to give up his Stammtisch at the
local pub as a precondition. After trying and failing, Julius got in a fist fight with the
woman’s son after she announced that she could no longer marry him. In his final act of
self-destruction, he robbed her at gunpoint for money to drink his sadness away.22 If this
story had come from West Germany, the author certainly would have found the origin of
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Julius’ behavior in his repressive and immiserating surroundings. East Germany, though,
had no onerous “wage slavery” that forced the workers to drink away their pain to the
detriment off all other concerns. Rather, the blame fell squarely on the individual, and on
the unenlightened spaces that fostered and encouraged such negligence.23
In the context of East Germany, the dangers of pub life to individuals and families
always came second to its effect on society as a whole. Health risks, criminality, and
waste repeatedly formed the most prominent reasons for condemning taverns. Doctors
and crime reporters wrote most of these tirades, binding this moralistic crusade with
established figures of medical and legal authority. Beer’s place as the people’s drink
earned it no reprieve from negative associations. Alcoholism occasionally received
mention in such anti-drinking rhetoric, but as other scholars have noted, it played a
remarkably muted role in East German propaganda.24 Rather, the majority of press
material portrayed the driving cause of excessive intoxication as a lack of social
awareness and education. Sometimes these critiques came in the form of praise for people
who rejected the chance to drink. After winning a competition held by the Berliner
Zeitung in 1957, one East German man chose to receive a case of milk in lieu of a case of
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beer as his reward. The newspaper favorably reported his choice to the entire readership a
few days later.25
Even people who did not feel a physical compulsion to drink could, nonetheless,
be seduced by anti-intellectual environments to consume alcohol in quantities that
damaged their health. One novella, published in installments through the Neue Zeit in the
same year as Julius’s story and the “Milk prize”, painted the picture of an old farmers’
tavern where drinking began before lunch, and patrons guzzled beer “like an expensive
medicine.”26 This reference to health touches on an important issue. In many articles beer
appeared to present a unique medical danger to society. When drunk in large quantities, it
not only caused problems related to extreme or regular intoxication, but became
increasingly associated with obesity. Thus, when the dark pub scene pushed people to
quaff multiple liters of beer in a single evening, it directly increased the burden on the
state-run healthcare system.27 A 1958 column titled “From tomorrow on, a new life,”
describes one man’s visit to the doctor and the health professionals recommendations for
keeping in shape. Among the things he explicitly sanctions are chocolate, fatty cooking,
and beer.28
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Likewise, the press strongly implied that the counterproductive and criminal
nature of wayward drinking spaces encouraged patrons to waste time and resources
swigging mugs of beer and firing down shots of liquor. A 1962 piece from Neues
Deutschland took time to list the behavior of “regulars” at a typical farmer’s pub:
“Dawdling at work, delayed milk deliveries, hazardous driving, crude shenanigans,
defiance of work, health, and fire safety codes, disorder in the stables…”29 Worst of all,
these insidious localities fostered drunkenness that led directly to violent rowdiness and
crimes against the people. In the same year, four young men appeared before a court to
answer for their behavior after a night of drinking ten to fifteen glasses of beer each.
They had crashed a dance party and started several fights.30 One doctor summed up the
point succinctly when he warned of behaviors that would lead, “through police action
from the pub to the hospital.”31
The media began to explicitly question and criticize the preservation of common
elements in German beer culture in other ways as well. The traditional place of the
Gerstensaft as a key social element in rural community gatherings and its near
omnipresence in recreational sports activities also came under fire. The mixture of beer
and sports further reflects the government’s division between proper and improper
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settings for the Volksgetränk. Sports festivals and spectator events continued to see large
quantities of beer sold and consumed under the explicit support of the State Beverage
Office.32 Yet amateur athletics and recreational leagues represented a more problematic
environment. In these venues, where state involvement and oversight remained distant,
drinking became an ideologically unsuitable activity.33 An article in the Berliner Zeitung
purported to relate popular opinions from Berlin bowlers, claiming that more and more
people had started to abnegate beer entirely during events. Interviewees overwhelmingly
claimed improved performance as their primary motivation for doing so. The column
admits that the sport used to have a reputation as “booze- or beer-bowling,” but the newly
enthusiastic and competitive attitudes of an enlightened citizenry made people want to
take it more seriously now.34 Similarly, in press coverage of the “modernization” of rural
farming villages, columnists in the early 1960s pointed out several communities that had
collectively rejected the old ways of hard drinking. Fondness for overconsumption of
beer had been replaced by a new commitment to discipline and building socialism.35
Yet state officials emphatically did not seek to replace beer and liquor drinking
with abstinence. Rather, it had a specific alternative in mind. The ideological campaign to
promote wine as the best alcoholic beverage represents the closest thing to a concrete
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“anti-beer” policy on the part of the regime. The leadership wanted higher and more
widespread wine consumption, with the express purpose of shifting people’s preferences
away from distilled spirits and, to a lesser extent, beer.36 Examples of wine endorsement
appeared in the press even before the Cultural Revolution, but in the late 1950s and early
1960s the promotion of wine accelerated.37 Occasionally, positive references to wine
explicitly identified it as a better alternative to beer.38 In general, though, the regime’s
publicly declared preference for fermented fruit beverages makes their failure to similarly
endorse the brewing industry stand out. This, coupled with negative press coverage of
beer, adds up to a government strategy of placing significant rhetorical distance between
itself and the Volksgetränk.
Unlike with beer, the messages surrounding wine appear remarkably stable and
unified. It represented the drink of sophistication and culture, uniformly promised
moderate and genteel behavior, and served as a shining example of the productive
capacity of the socialist state, which promised to bring this luxury good to the table of
every worker and farmer.39 In a 1960 speech at a conference of restaurant directors, the
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head of the State Beverage Office, which handled trade in imported beer and spirits but
overwhelmingly focused on wine, declared his organization’s new advertising motto:
“drink with distinction, turn to wine!”40 Ultimately, the government’s pro-wine agenda
failed due to economic difficulties. It could never find a way to provide the drink of
“culture” at a low enough price that people would buy it in similar quantities to beer or
spirits. Still, the rhetorical battle continued, even as growth in wine consumption
remained tepid at best.41 The regime’s treatment of wine proves that by the 1960s, beer
constituted a second-class beverage in the ideological vision of socialism. Yet, while beer
ranked second to wine, it was positively saintly compared to distilled spirits.42 This helps
explain why beer advocates could continue to promote the Volksgetränk in the print
media in the same manner as they had since the earliest days of the GDR.
Beer still appeared in the press throughout this period as the people’s drink of
tradition and moderation, and as an example of superiority for the socialist model.
Portrayals of beer-centered spaces as breeding grounds for reactionary conservatism
coexisted with newspaper columns painting Gerstensaft as the common element in
proletarian social circles.43 Articles by doctors warning about the health risks of drinking
beer circulated in close proximity with reports of increasing production, better supply
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methods, and even events where large quantities of beer were proudly awarded as prizes
in a competition.44 Stories decrying excessive beer guzzling both by unenlightened East
Germans and by intellectually backward Westerners popped up in the same periodicals as
travel journals celebrating universally high levels of consumption in Bohemia.45 More
importantly, state officials continued to advocate for increased beer production to
overtake the supply in West Germany. Oftentimes, the government organs seeking to
increase the beer supply were also promoting wine over beer at all turns.46 Industry
promoters still wrote ebullient descriptions of the product’s history and traditions in
Germany. 47 They praised it as the drink of moderation even while crime reporters labeled
beer as the main culprit in cases of assault, theft, and vandalism. Perhaps most
importantly, nuanced concern with quality, style, consistency, and taste never waned in
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the face of demands that beer disappear from sports and celebrations of sobriety in rural
communities that had once gathered regularly around kegs of the Volksgetränk.48
A slightly longer description of two such articles can give a more in-depth
understanding of the contradictory messages about beer circulating through the press
during this time. Both columns appeared in the Neue Zeit, one from February 1961, and
the other from January the following year. The first, a travel article about
Czechoslovakia, opens with an old joke about three Anglo-Sachsen men who come to
Prague:
Each ordered a beer and, as luck would have it, each glass was served with a fly
in it. While the American poured his glass on the floor in a high arc and
demanded another, the Englishman just requested a spoon and removed the
annoying insect. The Scot, however, carefully fished the fly out and tried to
squeeze everything out of its nose back into his glass. When asked why he did
this, he answered: “this is good Czech beer, and every drop is expensive!”49
The remainder of the article described all the wonders of Czech beer, including the
special quality imparted by the water, and ended by cheerily describing how the winner
of the last beer drinking contest in Prague had consumed 54 liters of the beverage within
16 hours.50
Contrast this positive and whimsical treatment of Gerstensaft with the column
from 1962. Writing about a field visit to a small farming community, Ködderitzsch,
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ahead of the Seventh German Farmers Congress, the author describes how the village has
progressed and achieved “high consciousness” in all of their actions. The article ends on
this note:
A sign on the front of the small, sober village hall reads: “Our LPG (Agricultural
Commune) gives a good example for the Seventh German Farmers Congress.”
Next to the counter stands a different message: “The water gives the oxen
strength, / the people beer and wine. / So everyone drink beer and wine, / because
no one wants to be cattle.” Which of these claims remains valid in Ködderitzsch?
We asked the farmers; they all responded that the inciteful message (beer poem)
no longer applies... Because the Ködderitzscher are smart farmers, they do not let
themselves be befuddled, but rather keep a clear head – even when they have
good reason to celebrate.51
Here beer and wine represent relics of the past, signs of behaviors that smart socialist
farmers abandoned in favor of the new, conscious, way of life. Examples similar to these
repeated frequently throughout the late 1950s and early 1960s.
Drink Responsibly, Comrades
Starting in the first half of the 1960s, a concerted effort to upgrade and improve
conditions in the brewing industry yielded large investments in new equipment, facilities,
and production techniques, marking a change in state policy toward supporting further
growth in the beer sector. This activity began to take place “behind the scenes,” while the
press continued to present an ambiguous dialectic with regards to beer. Finally, in 1965,
the rhetoric shifted as well. Newspapers adopted a more unified message that
incorporated elements from both pro- and anti-beer camps. The cultural capital of beer
was retained as a powerful symbol of German identity and proletarian brotherhood.
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However, the new consensus had to find a way to deal with the regressive elements of
pre-socialist beer culture so that they would fit in the bright future of East Germany. In
order to address these unsavory features, a new watchword pervaded all discussions of
beer: moderation. From this point until at least the end of Ulbricht’s tenure in 1971,
almost all references to beer made it inescapably clear that proper enjoyment of the
beverage included a conscious dedication to measured consumption. In addition,
Gerstensaft’s days as a material anchor for spaces of misogyny, conservatism, and
criminal or political intrigue were over. The people’s drink now served to promote
women’s equality and foster comradely socialist mentalities.
State economic planners began to push harder for new technology and improved
efficiency in the brewing industry early in the 1960s as a part of the “Scientific and
Technical Revolution” in the East German economy. This statewide program to improve
productivity with cutting edge equipment and methods expanded programs of selective
upgrade that, in the beer sector, had mostly affected export producers up to that point.52 A
report from early in that period by the main research institution for the brewing industry
contained a fifty-two page list of new and renovated equipment needed in the GDR’s
brewing and malting industry by 1965 to achieve development targets.53 A shorter
document from four years later still stretched more than twenty-six pages.54 In the
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intervening years and those that followed, the State Planning Commission, National
Economic Council, and MBL all note a marked increase in new projects, research, and
investment aimed at improving every facet of the beer sector in East Germany.55 Money
and resources flowed into projects such as the “continuous brewery,” which occupied
several years of attention by industry researchers and government supervisors before
finally being abandoned as an impossible goal.56 Many other, more successful, ventures
emerged during these years as well. The use of artificial enzymes to increase efficiency
and allow for higher-adjunct beers became a regular practice following an extended
period of testing and bureaucratic wrangling in 1965-1966.57
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This period also saw the most aggressive push to improve bottling capacities in
East Germany’s breweries up to that point, which corresponds to the earlier campaign to
move beer consumption out of pubs and bars. Kegging beer requires its own costly
equipment and materials, but bottling remains the more capital-intensive packaging form,
and it represented a recent innovation in beer production, which many GDR breweries
had not yet adapted to before the war.58 Although East Germany’s economic planners did
not explicitly link increased bottling to the reduction of traffic in “dark pubs,” one cannot
deny the correlation between the two goals. For their part, state officials justified the push
for more bottled beer as corresponding to popular demand. Worldwide trends in beer
consumption do support this conclusion, as demand for packaged beer rose across the
globe during this period.59 Whatever the reasons, multiple advances improved bottling
during these years. Several state organs coordinated to finally institute standardization in
bottle sizes and styles, which also set off a years-long effort to expand bottle cap
production in the GDR and accelerate the acquisition, manufacture, and installation of
high-capacity automated filling lines.60 The advances listed here do not constitute an
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exhaustive record of industry development during this period, but they give a general
sampling of the broad campaign for improvement.61
Success in these efforts came slowly and with great difficulty, if it came at all, but
the most important facet of the push for modernization is the regular attention and
accolades it received in the media. By the middle of the decade news about the improving
beer supply replaced much of the previous ideological debate. These articles usually
neglected any outright moral or didactic message about beer, but in their promotion of an
improving industry they inherently suggest that the people’s drink represented a worthy
addition to the Scientific and Technical Revolution. Newspapers heralded even
seemingly mundane projects such as the standardization of bottle sizes as a critical step in
improving the people’s supply of the Volksgetränk.62
Indeed, the hullabaloo over producing and returning bottles garnered the bulk of
attention in industry reports and appeared regularly in media coverage of the beer sector,
as they had before. Now, though, these articles took on a tone of triumphant struggle.
Though issues continued to arise in the bottle supply, progress continued apace. A 1967
Berliner Zeitung article presented a Q&A session with a local brewery employee. The
brewer admitted that his facility still had problems with keeping a stock of packaging
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materials, but immediately noted that a new, high-capacity filling machine would solve
those issues soon.63 In this and many other columns, the media announced that upgraded
equipment for filling, capping, and pasteurizing bottles advanced the people’s access to
packaged beer despite all difficulties.64 The press regularly featured other technological,
procedural, and educational improvements in the brewing industry, providing their
readerships with a sense of scientific energy and advancement in the beer supply.65
A parallel message of progress emerged in the discourse surrounding beer’s
cultural and social importance, most prominently exemplified by the now-constant use of
“moderation” as a requisite admonition whenever an article mentioned consumption of
the Volksgetränk. A single column from the Berliner Zeitung in 1965 displays all of the
core features of beer coverage in the media during the final decade of Ulbricht’s tenure. It
starts by describing how the work collective at Berlin’s Bürgerbräu brewery had recently
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received the distinction of “operation of outstanding quality.” Thanks to their efforts,
customers in Bulgaria, Romania, Poland, and the Soviet Union could enjoy an excellent
Berliner Pilsner beer, made with malt, hops, water, and yeast, a clear allusion to the
Reinheitsgebot. Even the capitalist nations of Sweden, Denmark, and West Germany
received shipments. A brief survey of the history of beer since the time of the pharaohs
and a description of Bürgerbräu’s own long tradition of quality production precedes a
lavish rundown of its modern brewing techniques. Finally, the entire column concludes
with a resounding “Na, denn, ‘Prost!’ – aber maßvoll.” (So, then, cheers! – but in
moderation) This pattern of stories evoking pride, progress, cultural tradition, and a
decisive injunction to drink “responsibly” appeared regularly in the press during these
years.66
Beyond these formulaic articles, explicit and implicit pleas for moderation
became an omnipresent element in references to beer drinking. The same court reporter
who had earlier described in detail the role played by beer in catalyzing several heinous
crimes now changed her (or his) tone. A new crime report involving intoxication
identified the true culprit as “high-percentage alcohol.” The perpetrator had made the
mistake of indulging in distilled spirits for an evening, breaking with his usual, safe, habit
of drinking “one or two bottles of beer” after work. As a result, he “blacked-out” and
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shattered a store window to steal the pants off a mannequin.67 In a similar vein, a diet
columnist, who three years earlier had warned of heart damage caused by alcohol and
specifically mentioned beer, presented a new advice piece in 1966 entitled “Nothing
against a glass of beer: health damage through large quantities of alcohol.” She related
the history of drinking back to the time of ancient Egypt and contrasted beer with
tobacco. The former was a substance requiring moderation, the latter an example of
something that should never be used in any quantity.68 Moderation became the didactic
element par excellence.69 Still, while this served as an effective counterpoint to the
problem of drunkenness and excessive consumption, other unacceptable elements of beer
culture required more direct reformation to become suitable for socialist modernity.
The state-run press had to break the Volksgetränk’s association with spaces of
conservative social and political attitudes to fit beer within communist ideology. One step
toward accomplishing this goal came with the physical removal or renovation of the dark
pubs. Whether city planners altered the existing building or tore it down and replaced it,
they aimed to substitute dim, cramped, inconspicuous alcohol-centered spaces with
roomy, bright, well-advertised establishments focused more on food.70 Though not
uniformly successful, this program did change the material surroundings of beer drinking
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in quite a few venues, particularly in bigger cities like Berlin.71 Later in the decade a new
strategy emerged. The media began to feature beer in stories that portrayed it as an
impetus for social progress and advancement.
Once again, the Stammtisch played a key role in this reformulation of beer
culture; the old reactionary space disappeared, replaced by drinking circles of
enlightened, committed activists. A 1968 article in the Neues Deutschland walked its
readers through this process step by step in a full-page spread describing the authors’ trip
to the small town of Mylau in Saxony. First, they told the history of Mylau’s old
Stammtisch, made up of the town’s bourgeois business owner class, which used to gather
at the “Golden Lion” for its regular meetings. Starting in 1890, the wealthy, conservative
men would assemble in their closed, private, social circle to conspire about business and
politics. The column showed how this Stammtisch always came down firmly on the
wrong side of history, opposing liberalism, repressing worker’s rights, and supporting
Hitler. With the establishment of the proletarian state, the town’s bourgeois either fled or
lost their possessions to state expropriation ratified by a popular referendum. The workers
took over and closed the Golden Lion. Rather than claim the closed-door
Stammtischpolitik as their own, the empowered proletariat conducted government openly
and democratically in the town hall, workplace, and school. The workers convened their
own socialist “round table” (a term with clear resonance to Stammtisch) of leading
citizens in a local restaurant/tavern to talk about the progress of the town. The content of
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the conversation matters less than the composition of the group. Of the seven attendees,
two were women who held prominent leadership roles in the community. Two of the men
worked as managers at local businesses, one was the mayor, and two were ordinary shop
workers.72 In short, the new Stammtisch represented an open space where people from
every profession and both genders could sit and speak as equals under socialism.
Women’s liberation formed a key part of the new push for modernization in beer
and in the 1960s after little progress in the previous decade. Donna Harsch and Katherine
Pence, among others, have pointed out how the supposedly egalitarian ideals of socialism
served to increase the work and responsibilities of most women in East Germany, giving
them a “double burden” of both domestic and industry labor.73 Beer formed yet another
area where this dynamic played out. Women in East Germany consumed a relatively high
amount of beer compared to other populations, but still far less than the average man.74
Nevertheless, women were increasingly responsible for purchasing beer as more and
more of the Volksgetränk went into bottles and reached consumers via grocery stores.
This meant that progressively more women literally carried the burden of supplying beer
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to the men in their lives.75 A newspaper cartoon from the Berliner Zeitung in 1969
satirized men who sat at home and demanded that their wives bring them beverages. In
the image, a bald headed and somewhat scrawny-looking man sits in front of the
television in the middle of drinking his fifth or sixth libation with a case of beer on the
floor next to him and several empty bottles strewn about the room. His wife stands in
front of him, holding a scrub brush almost triumphantly in the air. The caption reads:
“Now that you have thoughtfully switched your beer consumption to self-service, I have
brought you something for self-service in the bathtub.”76 Though this domestic lampoon
approaches the question of gender equality in a light-hearted manner, the government
treated women’s relationship to beer quite seriously, especially in their participation in
the industry.
By the 1960s, state supervisors of the brewing sector actively sought to reduce
gender disparity at the people’s breweries. Thousands of women worked in the beer
sector in East Germany from its earliest years, but almost always in very specific roles,
performing menial tasks. The most common employment for female brewery workers
came on the bottling lines, some of the most repetitive, dirty, and uncomfortable jobs in
the operation.77 In 1965, a report in the files of National Economic Council described the
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many advantages of acquiring new, highly automated bottling machines for the brewing
industry. The author mentioned, among other key points, “increased ease of work for
those employed in the filling process (overwhelmingly women), because the work can be
mechanized and the hard physical labor reduced.”78 The need to mention the gender of
workers who would benefit from new equipment speaks to the continued assumption that
women needed relief from physical labor, thus making the request for better technology
even more urgent.
As the image below makes clear, women were often used to promote scientific
and technological advances in beer production that claimed to make work easier, simpler,
or safer. This advertising pamphlet from one of the GDR’s primary keg producers shows
a well-dressed woman easily lifting an empty aluminum keg over her head to hand it to
the man loading a railroad car. The man wears work clothes and appears to be employed
by the railroad. The woman’s image intentionally highlights her femininity and middleclass status. Beyond implying that the new aluminum kegs weigh so light that “even
women” could lift them high in the air, the image evokes a sense of domestic ease framed
within the industrial setting of a railyard.79 Still, the state did also make some effort to
encourage women into skilled and prominent positions in the brewing industry, and
promoted their efforts to do so as a sign of the socialist project to open opportunities for
women, even in industries where they were historically underrepresented.80
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Figure 3.1 East German keg advertisement uses the image of a well-dressed woman lifting an empty aluminum keg to
portray how light and modern the product is. Image courtesy of Bundesdarchiv-Lictherfelde, DE 5/3143, Bd. 2.

All of this shows a general accommodation of beer to the goals and ideals of the
socialist project, making it more than just a cultural symbol carried over from the past.
Beer now had a productive role to play in future progress, and in spaces where that future
was planned and coordinated. Walter Ulbricht himself acknowledged the role of beer in
party functions during a 1963 speech to the Free German Trade Union Federation, albeit
in a mildly chiding way. “There are still many departments in the operations where
[union events] go like this: in the official union gatherings everything goes very
beautifully on stage, but the real issues are first discussed after a glass of beer! [crowd
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reaction:] (Amusement and applause)”81 Ulbricht, personally, had little in the way of
positive feelings for alcohol in any form, but his tone is more of paternalistic fingerwagging than real outrage.82
Other leading figures of the SED felt no such compunctions in their approval of
the Volksgetränk in the last years of the decade. Legitimate progress had occurred in
improving the supply of beer, and the Minister for the MBL proudly and publicly stood
by the accomplishments of the brewing industry.83 The corresponding department head in
the Central Committee of the SED likewise took an active role in pushing further
upgrades and development in the beer sector.84 Most tellingly, financial investment in the
GDR’s breweries grew enormously during this period. One calculation put the total
expenditure of hard currency in the beverage industry at more than forty-four million
marks in the period from 1966 to 1970. Well over half of that amount went directly to the
beer and malt industries.85
Understanding Beer
As Ulbricht and other Party leaders shifted their economic policies and rhetoric
toward beer, their subordinates at the Institute for Market Research conducted a series of
new studies to investigate and explain the population’s relationship to alcohol. The
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results display a continuing lack of consistent agreement on the part of state officials
about beer’s conceptual nature as it related to socialist ideology. In general, GDR
officials seem to have accepted that beer enjoyed widespread popularity that stemmed in
large part from long-running cultural traditions and customs. This recognition led to the
appropriation of those historical and identity-linked elements and the eventual push to
adopt it into socialist modernity. However, the unified public message hid persistent
uncertainties in the regime’s internal views toward beer. A series of studies by the
Institute for Market Research written in the final years of Ulbricht’s leadership reiterate
the institutional beliefs, ambiguities, and contradictions surrounding beer that marked his
entire tenure as First Secretary of the SED.
The Institute repeatedly asserted that the main driver of German fondness for beer
was historical habit. The first beer-specific study, published in 1966, noted that
“obviously, historically developed customs play the most important role in current
consumption levels.”86 Nor did such studies ignore cultural identity. “Beer is a
Volksgetränk for [East German society]. Its consumption is a fundamental requirement of
our population.”87 This conclusion, repeated multiple times in other studies over the next
decade, could hardly have surprised any members of the government. It had already made
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its recognition of beer’s deep historical roots in German culture and social tradition
clear.88
The overwhelming connection between beer drinking and weather patterns
represented a less obvious revelation. Not only did demand for the Volksgetränk spike
every summer, leading to the worst shortages, quality issues, and circulation problems for
bottles, but the correlation between warmer temperatures and beer intake defined East
Germany’s regional variation in the beer supply. The GDR displayed a clear north-tosouth curve in local beer demand, always highest along the border with Bohemia in the
south and lowest along the Baltic Sea coast in the north.89 Institute researchers even
predicted that the rising number of homes with central heating would lead to a noticeable
increase in beer consumption.90 Heat and history made the German people want more
beer. On those facts, the Institute reports showed consistency and unanimity.
On the related question of beer’s use as a thirst-quenching beverage, the message
was jumbled and incoherent. Thomas Kochan points out how difficult the government
found this problem in his monograph on alcohol in the GDR. He takes as his main
evidence a 1963 report by a medical doctor who visited seven industrial operations in the
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area around Halle to investigate employee drinking habits. The young researcher reported
that beer drinking was common before, during, and after the work day and that many
laborers viewed it as a way to battle intense heat and relieve thirst. The doctor, young
enough to have been raised and educated under socialism, disagreed strongly when some
workers suggested that beer did not count as “alcohol,” but he did not condemn their
daily consumption of significant quantities of the Volksgetränk. Nor did he take a hard
stand against beer’s potential to slake thirst and provide nourishment.91
This same ambiguity appeared in the reports of the Institute for Market Research.
While economists there never went so far as to deny that beer was alcohol, they vacillated
between various positions when comparing it to other beverages. Two reports from 1966,
written by the same authors, presented beer in a good light and associated it closely with
soft drinks and wine as drinks of refreshment and moderation, respectively. The authors
of one report suggested that Gerstensaft represented something unique among alcoholic
beverages. Its very low alcohol content let it serve as a thirst-quenching drink, something
not possible with wine or spirits. Beer also fit into a list of drinks that satisfied “special,
not exclusively nutritional-physiological needs” along with tea and lemonade.92 The latter
beverages represent drinks that enjoyed positive reputations in the GDR. Both reports
gave wine and beer equal standing in terms of moderation. The later document stated:
“Wine and beer are alcoholic beverages with relatively low alcohol contents. Through the
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consumption of these drinks the use of high-percentage spirits should be reduced…”93
Yet, just one year later, the same two researchers warned that many East Germans viewed
beer as a substitute for soft drinks, and flatly rejected such attitudes.94 These statements
do not come from random sections of the report, but rather represent the conclusive
findings of the Institute’s research, backed up by piles of statistical data. More or less the
same information appeared couched in a shifting and ambivalent conceptual framework.
The exponential rise in beer consumption in the late 1960s caused further
fluctuations in the Institute’s treatment of the Volksgetränk. A study published in 1972
affirmed beer’s core place in East German life, and made no explicit suggestion that it
represented a problem. It laid out in nuanced detail how beer’s reasonable prices helped
slow liquor consumption.95 Then the authors repeated the earlier assertion that the
population’s historical beer customs and the Volksgetränk’s deeply rooted association
with social events kept its popularity high and growing.96 The report confirmed beer as
the most popular alcoholic beverage in East Germany, and stated that it had entrenched
itself further in that position within the past few years.97 On the question of alternatives,
the authors of this study were highly skeptical. No other single product could do
everything that beer did. Soft drinks did not provide the psychological pleasure of
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alcohol, wine did not quench the thirst, and nothing really approached the same flavor
profile as beer.98 Despite these clear signals of beer’s deeply rooted position in the GDR,
a new report from just three weeks later, supervised by the same researcher, called
decisively for an intensified campaign of wine advertising to help reduce beer
consumption or at least slow its growth.99
Despite internal ambivalence, the shift to economic policies and public messages
of modernity helped foster growth in the beer supply during Ulbricht’s last years, and
made beer look like a juggernaut in the economy in the early 1970s. By the time Erich
Honecker took over as First Secretary of the SED, beer consumption had risen 20 percent
over the previous six years. It remained the drink of the everyman (and increasingly
everywoman). More than four out of five households in the GDR consumed some beer
multiple times a week, and a robust percentage of men reported drinking it daily.
Gerstensaft was just slightly less preferred to serve to guests than wine, and it remained
the most common beverage to drink at restaurants.100 The Volksgetränk enjoyed
acceptance across all income groups and professional classes, but retained highest
popularity with the SED’s target beneficiaries of workers and farmers.101
Behind the government’s public message of socialist modernity for beer lurked
continuing divisions and contradictions in ideology and final goals. The SED leadership
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learned the ineffectiveness of a hardline strategy toward changing the population’s
drinking habits and decided to quit trying. Yet, conflicting viewpoints on beer remained
among at least some sectors of the state administration. In the scope of this study, that
merely reconfirms the notion that the continuity of German material culture during this
period made beer valuable enough for the regime that it chose to repress these divisions
and modify public criticism of the Volksgetränk into a narrative of modern progress. The
simple, unalterable, reality that beer was the people’s drink determined the Party’s
treatment of it.
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CONCLUSION
This thesis has traced beer’s treatment as a political concept by the socialist
leadership, showing the material development of the brewing industry, and how the state
dealt with the Volksgetränk as an idea both in private and through the media. The
regime’s recognition of beer’s cultural importance drove the need to produce it in ever
greater quantities, incentivized government functionaries to endorse it as a cherished
symbol of tradition, and ultimately earned beer a place in the state’s vision of socialist
modernity.
Following the disastrous years of Soviet administration, the supply of beer in East
Germany grew immediately upon the establishment of the GDR, and continued to do so
throughout Ulbricht’s tenure. After initially nationalizing the bulk of the brewing industry
and attempting some measure of direct central control, the regime progressively
relinquished administrative power to a more decentralized system of management to
improve efficiency. The historically regionalized character of the German brewing
industry persisted as a feature of beer in the GDR, even as the state slowly brought the
remainder of the country’s breweries under people’s ownership. Though direct
management came almost entirely from lower levels of the administrative structure, the
highest levels of economic authority still planned and coordinated beer production
through the bureaucratic hierarchy. Thus, the resuscitation and revitalization of the beer
sector during these years reflects an overall state policy that supported an increasing
supply of the Volksgetränk.
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The regime identified its people’s desire for beer first and foremost as a result of
cultural affinity, and sought to capitalize on that demand by endorsing the people’s drink.
This helps explain why the state consistently supported the reconstruction and growth of
the beer industry even through extreme economic struggles. Though they stopped short of
accepting beer as a “need,” Ulbricht and his functionaries clearly acknowledged the
Volksgetränk as a “want” that they could not deny citizens. Moreover, their use of the
drink’s cultural resonance to generate a shared identity clearly outshines other motivating
factors. The continuity of long-running traditions and patterns of consumption in taste
and style makes beer an insightful example of the regime’s relationship to consumer
goods. The state sought to make every industry profitable, it claimed to strive for the
highest quality in all wares despite constant failures, and it took every opportunity to shift
attention away from its own flaws and refocus it on the supposed evils of the West. In the
case of beer the rhetoric from press and bureaucracy shows a pervasive tendency to
appeal directly to the population’s sense of its national self-image and historic traditions.
The resiliency of German beer culture and its usefulness to the regime in
constructing shared points of identity explain how the Volksgetränk and most of its social
traditions survived in East Germany despite the push for Cultural Revolution in 1957.
Press coverage during this period suggested that certain elements in the government
believed that beer’s growth had come to an end, and that demand would recede going
forward, presumably because people would adopt a more enlightened approach to
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drinking and consume less.1 This, along with the sudden abundance of anti-beer messages
in the press, speaks clearly to a new concern with the population’s attitudes toward
Gerstensaft, unease with the perseverance of certain social and cultural traditions that
surrounded it, and hope that propaganda could affect attitudes.
Public critiques of beer primarily came from health experts, crime reporters, and
politically-minded social reformers. They received a louder and more prominent voice in
the press during the Cultural Revolution, pointing to a policy change at the highest levels
of the media and government censorship. Yet pro-beer messages continued to circulate in
the newspapers without any obvious changes to their rhetoric or composition. Competing
factions in the regime may have limited the effect of Cultural Revolution on the people’s
drink. Alternatively, the symbolic and economic value of beer may have simply
guaranteed its advocates a voice despite a generally negative turn against beer in the
government’s public discourse. In any case, for approximately five years after 1957 the
population received a bevy of mixed and contradicting messages about beer.
By the early 1960s, the Scientific and Technical Revolution began to garner more
attention in beer-related press coverage, and by 1965 public rhetoric about beer from the
government and media showed a complete turn away from conflicting viewpoints. At
every point of contact between government policy and the world of beer, a material and
discursive shift adapted the Volksgetränk into a constructive symbol of socialist
modernity. The brewing industry received intensive investment in modern technology
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and production methods. The skeptical attitudes displayed toward beer in the press faded,
replaced by a distinctive message that acknowledged the history, tradition, and cultural
depth of the beverage, but wove an implied or outright injunction to moderation into the
narrative. Apparent uncertainty in the regime’s ideological views of beer, showcased in
the ambivalent conclusions of studies by the Institute for Market Research, suggest that
conceptual disagreements remained between some state organs. Regardless, the
usefulness of beer as financial, and especially cultural, capital had won over enough
minds in the leadership that state beer policy morphed into a unified message of progress.
In the final analysis, this study shows the impact that cultural continuities had on
an authoritarian socialist regime. Widely held ideas about tradition, taste, and social
convention shaped the words and actions of the GDR, which, while more responsive to
popular demand than it has often been portrayed, still left much to be desired in satisfying
its citizens’ wishes. Moreover, viewing the SED’s treatment of beer moves the
conversation away from simply identifying limits on the regime’s power, and toward the
kinds of incentivizing influences that led it to actively embrace parts of what it
considered German culture, even as it tried to adapt them for the future of socialist
modernity. These patterns suggest a different approach for evaluating the effect of beer
and other cultural commodities, not only in tightly-controlled states such as the GDR, but
also in countries where market capitalism gear the economy to more directly reflect the
whims of those with purchasing power.
Ulbricht and his subordinates in the SED faced a conflict in their vision of
modernity, which seems endemic to all episodes of modernization whether they are
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socialist and centrally-steered or otherwise. Simply put, hopes for the future are
inherently contingent on the past. Grand designs for prosperity, efficiency, and equality
do not emerge from a vacuum; they are created through the experiences and memories of
history both at an individual and societal level. Thus, the beer policies of the GDR’s
leaders in the mid-twentieth century and their plans and hopes for the future really boiled
down to understanding beer as concept defined by history. Specifically, the Volksgetränk,
as they saw it, derived from cultural continuities carried forward by the collective
memory of a national identity. Even explicit efforts to change the nature of beer referred
to ideas of its historical place in society to determine what a bright new world of German,
socialist, beer culture would and would not include.
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APPENDIX A:
ORGANIZATIONAL CHANGES IN THE BREWING INDUSTRY (1945 - 1971)

1945 –

Under the SMAD, large breweries are nationalized.

1949
1947

The VVB Brau- und Malz is founded as a horizontal organizing
apparatus for nationalized breweries.

1951

The VVB Brau- und Malz is reorganized to have three seats in
Dresden, Erfurt, and Potsdam.

1952

The Vereinigung Volkseigener Betriebe is renamed to “Verwaltung
(administration) Volkseigener Betriebe” with the same abbreviation
VVB.

1954

The VVB Brau- und Malz is dissolved. The Food Industry, with a
special department for Genussmittel, takes a coordinating and
supervisory role, but most individual breweries are placed under
administration of local district, county, and community
governments. The trend is toward increasingly local control.

1958

The GDR’s industrial ministries, including the Food Industry
Ministry, are dissolved. The State Planning Commission takes
direct control of planning and steering the economy. The SPK
forms the Stako to coordinate production and distribution in the
beverage industries, but only from a “balancing” role.
The first Braukombinate form, usually between brewing and
malting operations within the same city or locality.
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1961

The SPK forms a new Volkswirtschaftsrat, which takes over many
of the old duties of the industrial ministries. The Stako now answers
to both the SPK and VWR, but its duties with regards to the
brewing industry do not change.

1965

The Council of Ministers forms new industrial ministries, including
the Ministry for District-Managed and Food Industries, which
becomes the direct superior of both the Stako and the district
economic councils responsible for managing the breweries in their
territories. As such, the MBL is the most direct centralized
government control the brewing industry has seen in over a decade,
but the individual breweries still answer to their local authorities.

1968

The first Getränkekombinate are formed. Within roughly a decade
all brewing operations in East Germany will be combined within
these conglomerates that integrate the industry both horizontally
and vertically. The GKs continue reporting to local and regional
councils, the chain of command does not change.

